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management processes, costs, and facilities at
marinas, ports and terminals across the Gulf
Coast. Differences even occur in the same state.

DNIrelt lllte MaIageeelt Metho@
lo layloaelt LIwI

To some extent, the differences in waste
management processes are the result of the
differences between ports, terminals, and
marinas. A port is an aggregate or collection
of terminals. This public entity, directed by a
port coinmission or authority, serves as a
landlord and/or a business facilitator. The

terminals within a port may be publicly or
privately or jointly owned. Each port should
have a waste management plan that provides
appropriate waste reception facilities or services
for the port or at each tetminal for a variety of
vessels.

Shallow-draft ports along the Gulf Coast
are comprised primarily of terminals serving
barge tows or offshore oil support vessels.
Deep-draft ports are mostly involved in
in~onal commerce and handle large ships.
Because the composition and volume of the
waste generated by these vessels is dictated by
the vessel size and type, the waste management
plan at each facility is different.

By far the largest number of docking
facilities along the Gulf Coast are small, private
terminals or recreational marinas. Recreational
marinas serve power boats, sail boats, and
sportfishing boats. Small, private terminals are
usually owned by a corporation � a towing
firm, logging company, or oil company, for

example, � and serve the vessels that are used
in that firm's operation. Commercial fishing
terminals, often located at a processor's dock,
also fall into this category.

The vast majority of Gulf Coast ports and
terminals contract with third parties to offload
and dispose of ship-generated waste. Alimited
number use a combination of port and third-
party handling and disposaL Offshore staging
operations, doing business with vessels similar
to those using ports and terminals, either
contract with third parties or handle their own
waste.

In contrast, most of the commercial fishing
terminals and recreational boating marinas
manage the garbage that is placed in their
general waste dumpsters, although they may
contract with a waste disposal Qrm or municipal
hauler to regularly empty the dumpsters.
 Hollin k. Liffmann, Use of MPNPOL ... A
report to Texas General Land Office, Sept.
1991! A study conducted by the Eastern
Research Group for the Department of
Transportation m 1988 indicates that the waste
generated by these two groups is particularly
significant for two reasons: �! they generate
almost three-fourths of the waste at sea, and
�! most of it will appear in marinas and fishing
terminals. Although they are small and
independently generate a stnall amount of trash,
the large number of recreational boats in U.S.
waters together generate about 1,300 cubic tons
of trash per year � 62.7 percent of the total
garbage generated by U.S. vessels at sea.



Fishing vessels generate 260 cubic tons per
year, 12.5 percent. In the vast majority of cases,
the recreational boats operate within three iniles
of shore where all at-sea waste disposal is
forbidden. A significant percent of fishing
vessels also fall into this category.  Personal
communication, Lt. Cdr. Mike Farley,
U.S.C.G.!

In a ment�994! survey, about 47 percent
of the marinas that responded repoted that they
have a recyc1ing project or participate in
community wide-recycling as part of their
waste management plan.
They type and size of these
endeavors vary. Recycling
is not the norm. Many
responding marina oper-
ators indicated reluctance

to implement recycling in
their waste management
programs because of space
con-straints at the marina,
or experiences with boaters
who failed to separate and
place items for recycling in
the appropriate recep-
tacles.

Of the 21 major ports
a1ong the Gulf Coast
responding to our 1994
survey, 11 have no
recycling program at all,
although a11 are involved in
waste management. Very few ports, unlike
marinas, absorb waste management costs. In
12 ports, the shipping line who's vessel is using
the port pays the waste haulers directly; in most
of the other ports, the shipping line pays the
port for waste hauler services. Only one port
responding to our survey has a program to
recycle vessel waste, but over a third of these
ports recycle waste generated in the port ofEces
and staQ'areas. Reasons for a lack of recycling
programs in ports are primarily business/
operations oriented: insuQicient staff to operate
and maintain a recycling system, concerns over

liability, and expenses involved in such a
program. In ports where ships agents manage
vessel waste, the port has no contact or control
over the proces.

Few terminal owners or operators have
individuaHy implemented recycling programs.
One notable exeption, Texaco Inc., has
developed an extensive recycling program that
uses a company-owned and operated south
Louisiana terminal. Texaco of6cials report that
the initial investment was substantial, but that
this cost is being recovered in the program.

Several other Gulf Coast

oil and gas drilling com-
panies are studying the
potentia1 of implementing
some type of recycling
program independently or
cooperatively. Besides
expenses, their concerns
are similar to those of port
operators: staff require-
ments, and possible liabil-
ities.

Although these surveys
show that cuiTent practice
at most docking facilities
along the Gulf Coast does
not include recycling,
concern for the perpetua-
tion of the marine environ-

ment prevails among the
operators of ports, mari-

nas, and terminals. Consequently this manual
has been developed to assist port, terminal, and
marina operators  with ten or more slips! in
establishing a recycling program � one part
of the port or terminal's comprehensive solid
waste management system.

Why Recycliop Instead of Somyial2
The EPA defines four options for solid

waste management: source reduction,
recycling, combustion, and landfill use. The
compact nature of all boats encourages
passengers and crew to generate as little waste



as possible � to reduce the waste volume at
the source. Even offshore platforms have made
changes. For example, grocery deliveries to
offshore platforms previously generated much
waste, i.e., from the wrappers on all types of
foodstuffs to large cardboard boxes for
transporting them. Some brands of grocery
items are now chosen, in part, because they
have less wrapping. Goods are now delivered
in reusable plastic containers rather than
cardboard boxes, reducing the volume of
cardboard that the platform has to dispose of
every week. Thus, source reduction is already
beillg encouriiged.

Since MARPOL and MPPRCA directly,
and the Clean Water Act, Clean Vessel Act, and
the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
 RCRA! indirectly, demand careful operation
and waste disposal, the amount of waste
brought ashore is increasing. At the same tiine,
the number of public landfills and incinerators
available to absorb that waste has decreased.

The remaining, generally private landfills have
become difficult and expansive to operate
because of the requirements in the Clean Water
Act, Clean Air Act, and RCRA. The result is
fewer facilities to dump more waste, and, those
that continue to operate pass on their added
expenses in the form of higher tipping fees.  A
tipping fee is the dollar amount a hauler pays
each time he/she tips his/her truck bed so that
the waste therein falls into the landfill.

Sometimes the fee is determined by the weight
or volume of the load, sometimes the fee is
standarized no matter the size of the load.! For
example, New Orleans waste haulers in the
summer 1994 paid a $12 per ton tipping fee
for waste hauled to the landfill, which is less
than many landfill fees across the Gulf Coast.
In January 1995, that fee is expected to increase
as high as $30 per ton because the city' s landfill
will be closed, and the trash will have to be
hauled elsewhere, according to Lynn Wiltz
 Source: Personal Communication, Recycling
Manager for the New Orleans Department of
Sanitation!. Each docking facility, from port

to marina, currently pays a fee for some type
of dumpster and for emptying and pickup
service which is based on that tipping fee. All
of these fees will probably increase as the
landfills continue to face restrictions or close.

Recycling reduces the amount of waste that
must be burned in the incinerator or

dunrped at the landflll.

Recycling is economically, as well as
physically, the best alternative to disposing of
the increased volume of waste. In past years,
port, marina, and terminal waste disposal
expenses were comparatively fixed, listed in
the budget as an operating utility. Management
paid a municipal or private service a regular
fee to haul away a comparatively consistent
amount of garbage generated by the
harbormaster's office and those vessels

regularly using the facility. Logically,
additional vessel waste brought to port in
compliance with these applicable laws will
increase this expenditure and make it fluctuate
according to the number and type of vessels
entering the port. And this cost could increase
due to the reduced number of landfiils and

increased number of regulations liiniting their
use. Recyding might help ports and rnarinas
reduce the amount paid for hauling waste
to land5lis, because it can reduce both the
weight and the volume of solid waste
designated to go to the dump.

In some cases, a small income may also
be generated. In recycling, solid waste is
returned to industry as a raw material. If a
facility chooses to market the recyclable waste
directly to a manufacturer, income can be
generated.

Port or marina management may prefer to
contract with a broker or waste recycler to haul
recyclable materials away, This broker earns a
profit by processing and selling the waste, as
recycled raw material, to a manufacturer. AH
port, terminal, and marina recycling programs
can reduce the expense of hauling an increasing
volume of trish to the landfilL but income from



the sale of waste as raw materials is not
guaranteed. Income is generated only when
the port or marina directly markets recyclable
materials.

Public attitude is already focused on
recyciing as most municipalities and many
rural communities have instituted the process
locally. Environmental activism has stimulated
concern for a cleaner environment, urged
recycling to conserve resources, and promoted
the habit of sorting recyclable materials from
the household waste stream.

Some consumers actively seek products
made from recyclable materials; others trade
first with environmentally-conscious
businesses. Public opinion has persuaded at
least 41 states, representing more than 80
percent of the U.S. population, to establish
waste recycling goals, By the end of 1991,
nearly 4,000 curbside recycling programs were
operating in the U.S., an increase of over 250
percent since 1988.  Lund, 2.1! Imple-
mentation of MARPOL and MPPRCA has
requred vessel owners and operators to devise
waste management plans, and raised the
consciousness of port and terminal operators
to the need for preserving the marine
environment. Because of the growing public
focus on recycling, port and terminal facilities
may be able to easily develop their recycling
programs by taking advantage of local
programs and services already in place.

About Thin Manual

Each port or marina will implement the
marine debris laws differently, but these laws
assign all ports, terminals, and marinas the
responsibility for providing adequate waste
reception for vessels. Port, terminal, and marina
managers are required to develop and
implement a waste management plan, This

book is intended to help with one portion of
that plan: recycling.

The waste stream at each facility differs
according to the boats; i.e., commercial fishing
vessels, military vessels, recreational boats,
tugs and barges, commercial passenger vessels,
offshore oil service vessels, or ocean-going
carriers, berthed or serviced. But, the
responsibility for preserving the marine
environment by diverting that waste stream is
constant. Neither the largest port nor the
smallest marina will continue to do business if
the sea becomes a garbage dump, or the people
stop using vessels, Some facilities, especially
recreational marinas and small terminals, will
have the responsibility for dealing with aH
vessels' wastes; others will simply have to help
the manager contract for or physically offload
his/her waste onto a garbage truck or recycling
vehicle. Regardless, all waste management
plans will include some provision for
preserving the marine environment by
preventing littering and careless waste disposal.
This manual, therefore, is for every facility�
from the largest municipal port to the smallest
10-boat recreational marina.

To establish and operate your program, use
this manual as a reference rather than a

blueprint. It will help you custom-design a
waste recycling program or facilitate direct
recycling between vessels and waste haulers
that assures the preservation of the marine
environment.

Because the first two chapters of the
manual cover basics common to most recycling
programs, we urge you to carefully read them.
Subsequent chapters focus on considerations
for recycling individual waste materials. Use
those that apply to the waste stream generated
by your operation and by the vessels bringing
waste into your port or marina.
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You can estimate the types and volumes
of waste by reviewiirg the sixes arid types of
vessels using your docking faciTity. Small
vessels that make day trips will have a day' s
galley waste, and only infrequently have vessel
operations and maintenance waste. Larger
boats, like ofFshore oil service vessels or tour
and gambling boats, will have a larger volume
of galley waste, depending upon the crew and
passenger sizes and length of time underway.
Offshore service boats may also be carrying
waste cargo from offshore platforms. Worn
fishing nets will be returned to the port on
commercial fishing vessels; used monofilament
fishing line, generated primarily by
sportfishermen, will appear in a marina's waste
stream. Cardboard boxes and lumber come
from large cargo ships. Large cruise ships
generate volumes of galley waste which, in
some cases, are already being sorted for
recycling. Day-sailing dinner and gambling
boats can carry hundreds of passengers. Using
the BPA's figure of four pounds of trash per
person per day, a large amount of galley and
vessel operations and maintenance waste from
one of those will far exceed waste from a 20-
foot sailboat or a 6-passenger sportfishing boat.

Next, review the hequeircy of waste
types. You can assume that galley waste will
always be present, but vessel operations and
maintenarice waste and activities waste are only
possibilities. For example, if most of the boats
using your terminal or marina regularly
generate activities waste, you will need to
consider activities products in your recycling
plan. If activities waste comes from only one
or two boats, recycling it is not practical,
Dunnage or wooden pallets from cargo vessels
might also be recyclable if the frequency of that
waste type is high. Look for patterns in the
presence of ships in port or boats using the
terminal. If more than one of a certain type of
boat or ship dock within a tight time fr3me, you
may be accumulating specific recyclable waste
at regular intervals. Sometimes a certain type
of boat uses your marina during the week, and
a different type on the weekend. Is the waste
they generate similar, or should you expect an
influx of one item � like aluminum cans or

fishing nets � on a particular day?

Vessel operations and maintenance waste
is more likely to be generated by vessels
regularly using your terminal or marina.
Almost every commercial boat or ship must
regularly dispose of used engine oil; those with



keel coolers will also have an occasional
quantity of antifreeze. Recreational boats
generate less of this type of waste because they
are generally serviced once a year.

Port records can help management
determine vessel size, type, and docking
frequency. General experience, conversations
with ships' masters, and conferences with
agents wiH all contribute to a good assessment
of the waste stream generators. Look at this
estimate to see how the port can better serve
ships or cruise lines. Through recycling, you
might be able to generate goodwill or provide
a service that wiH increase your business.

Marina operators may have to devise a
worksheet, similar to the one at the end of the
chapter, to assess the waste stream generators.
If your marina is used by one type of vessel,
this assessment will be easy to do. But those
facilities that serve a wide variety of vessels,
many on an irregular or one-time basis, may
have to record each vessel type and docking
frequency on the calendar for a period  for
example, a month! to more accurately
determine these details.

Now that you have a rough estimate of
volume and the pattern in which the waste
comes into your terminal, you need a more
accurate picture of the specific items in each
type of waste. This list will help you determine
whether you actually have materials which can
be recycled, benefiting the marine environment,

your customer, and ultimately, your business.

SertiN the IIeete

To find this information, a port manager
or a designated einployee can ask the ship' s
master for a copy of the ship's waste
management plan, required by U.S. Coast
Guard implementation of MPPRCA and
MARPOL. Talk to the galley employees who
take care of the waste to obtain specific
descriptions of the type and volume of products
in it. Look at the method used to store waste
that is brought to port for disposal. Is it sorted,
compacted, and/or washed? Maim a list of the
specific types of waste the vessel discards at
sea. Ask for an estimate of the dumping
frequency. Be sure tocollect these details about
vessel operations and maintenance, and special
activities waste as well as gaUey materials.

Large ports might choose to devise a one
or two page questionnaire or survey about waste
management which a ship's officer can
coinplete with little efforL Similar surveys can
be distributed to agents. After this information
has been gathered, a port employee should be
designated to sort a typical dumpster on the
premises to discover the types and volumes of
waste which are already part of the port's waste
manageinent program. Port management can
then determine whether some of the vessel

waste, currently being individually removed
from specific vessels by haulers, can more
profitably or more efficiently be recycled
through a new iecycling program.

Although marina operators can learn
some similar details about waste streain

contents by talking to boat operators, someone
on the marina staf'f wiH have to physically sort
a typical dumpster or trash barrel on site to
secure a true picture. Rubber gloves and a face
mask can reduce the discomfort of this project.
After dividing the entire barxel into two piles,
recyclable and nonrecyclable, further sort the
former into piles of aluminuin, glass, paper,
plastic, vessel operations and maintenance
items, and activities waste.



What product dominates the waste stream?
Is it recyclable galley waste like aluminum
cans, dunnage like cardboard, vessel operations
and maintenance materials like containers of

used engine oil, or activity waste like
monofiiament fishing line? This dominant
product is a primary candidate for recycling.
Because it is generating the greatest volume or
weight in the waste you Ne now sending lo the
landfill, recycling it has the potential for saving
you money on landfill fees. This product
becomes the cornerstone of your recycling
progfaln.

The marinas surveyed in these projects
found galley wastes  bottles, aluminum cans,
plastics ! in general dominating the trash pile,
or a combination of galley waste and used
engine oiL Ports generally found one or two
common products which might lead to a
profitable service. The process of coHecting,
processing, and disposing of galley wastes
differs from the same process for vessel
operations and maintenance or specialty
wastes. Although you may, at this point, begin
to see the possibility of a recycling program,
you need to be certain that there are waste
handling services available to implement your
pfograln.

hara Aboat local Waste Haadliag
aad Naalial Sereices

Now that you know what recyclable
materials you have, you are ready to explore
options for disposing of them. Take your time
and explore aH options.

Although you aheady do business with a
waste hauling service, this utility or trash
collection agency might not be able to help you
with recyclab1e materials. If your marina or
port is in a municipality, get information on N
of the waste hauling services available to
commercial entities from the city/county waste
management office. Mesc governments may
already be operating or have in their jurisdiction
drop-off centers or buy-back centers that accept
recyclable materials. The city or county might

also have recycling hauler services other than
the general trash hauling option you have used
for years.

Locate independent waste haulers and
recycling brokers through the Yellow Pages. In
most phone books, these are listed under
Recycling, Waste, and Garbage. Visit some or
invite them to your port, marina, or terminal to
hara how their operations fit your recycling
needs. The Yellow Pages listings under
Landfills are also helpful in two ways: many
haulers own landfills, and even if they don' t
offer hauling services, landfill owners or
operators already know and refer you to the
haulers bringing waste to them regularly.

In most cases, haulers handling re-
cyclables are willing to design a collection plan
to meet your needs. "You can reduce your costs
by working with the haulers," explained David
McDonough  Personal Communication,
Phoenix Recycling of New Orleans!. Phoenix
collects recyclable materials from a variety of
businesses; e.g., onshore oi1 and New Orleans
French Quarter iestaurants.

Port managers are familiar with the waste
haulers contracting directly with large vessels
such as ocean-going carriers and cruise liners.
In fact, the crews on many of these vessels sort
wastes right on board, so that the hauler may
pick up presorted, containerized recyclable
materials at dockside. The quantity of
recyclable galley waste is especially heavy on
large passenger vessels, making the process
economical, and sometimes even pro6table, for
the vessel owner and the waste hauler. At
present, vessel waste from ships and larger
cruise boats are handled in this manner.

Two extremely large waste management
companies, Browning Ferris Inc.  BFI! and
Waste Management Inc.  WMI!, operate in all
five Gulf Coast states. Representatives of both
of these companies will work with any vessel,
port, terminal, or marina to arrange a recycling
plan that meets the needs of the hauler and the
reception facility. The greatest difference

10



between these two waste haulers and most
smaller private entities is that these two have
developed several options or programs for
collecting your waste. These cover the degree
to which the waste is separated � simply into
recyclable and landfill waste, or extensively
into separate containers for each type of
recyclable � and the type of container s!
holding the waste for pickup. BFI and Waste
Management offer several options or programs
for waste collection.

Although most smaller, private entities
sometimes limit the type of waste they can
remove, they are often flexible about fee scales.
All waste haulers are willing to work with the
port, vessel, or marina to develop a program
accommodating the location. One small waste
hauler, Phoenix Recycling, accommodates each
program to the particular situation. Says David
Mcoonough, "You kind of go about it
backwards � find the hauler then devise the

progmm." Large or small, don't plan your
recycling program without consulting your
hauler or haulers. Find the hauler, then develop
the plan. Use your Yellow Pages to find local
haulers in your vicinity. WMI has an office in
most major cities. BFI has a central telephone
number in Houston  800! 950-2010 that will
direct you to the BFI hauler closest to you.

Explore all of the possibilities of existing
community recycling programs. They may
already be collecting the types of recychble
materials in your waste stream and welcome
those that you have for disposal. Besides
contacting the local solid waste manager in city
hall, you may learn about these existing
programs from the local board of education
 schools often have aluminum can, or paper
programs! or the local ministerial association
 churches also raise money by recycling!. The
chamber of commerce in your community can
provide you with a list of major civic groups
which might be recycling products. Chapters
of the major environmental associations may
also be involved, National contacts for some

of these major groups are listed at the end of
this chapter.

fels

Recycling entrepreneurs must cope with
a fluctuating market Some use a standard fee
based upon frequency of pick up. Because the
market for recyclable materials fluctuates,
haulers using this program will actually make
more profit on some of the reeycled products
on one day than on another. "It's the economics
of scale," explained John Shuler of BFI
 Personal Communication!. "Hey might make
more on one type of recyclable than another.
The market is small for plastics, and they have
to be shipped great distances to be used.
Aluminum cans and cardboard, however, are
more desirable, easier to market, and, therefore,
more readily accepted by many haulers."

'Ibis uncertainty in the profit margin leads
other haulers to have a sliding fee that changes
with the market, or with the weight or volume
of a product that is picked up. Almost all
haulers say that they prefer not to pick up small
loads of recyclable materials, but none wiH
specify what is meant by smalL" Phoenix
Recycling charges a set pickup fee, and, then,
returns a certain percentage of the profit from
selling the recyclable to the source when the
profit exceeds the norm.

Across the Gulf Coast, some recyclable
materials, particularly some vessel maintenance
wastes, can be picked up without a fee. These
particuhr haulers secure their profit completely
from selling in the marketplace. Many of them
contract with the particular industry using the
recycled material in manufacturing. Since
many of the industries using recycled raw
materials have developed their own supply
networks, you may locate them by contacting
the product associations listed at the end of
specific product chapters.

Scaeoslora

Visits to a few marinas revealed another

resource for removing recyclable materials



from the waste stream of smaller docking
facilities � scavengers � independent
individuals who collect certain recyclable
products to supplement a small income.  The
security process at many ports excludes this
group.! You will have to decide whether to do
business with or exclude them. Some mariaas

find it convenient to make agreemeats with
these individuals. Scavengers primarily seek
aluminum cans because they can easily redeem
them for quick cash. Terminal and marina
operators who allow scavengers to haul away
waste usually limit the activity to a few
individuals who have shown responsibility and
trustworthiaess. Aa arrangement is usually
made for the scavenger to rummage through
aad remove items from the trash at a certain

time or on a day when the activity will aot
interfere with normal activities or offend the

regular clientele. The scavenger is usually
expected to clean up the work area, and leave
the marina and the waste receptacle area as
clean as it was found.

Look for kolp froe RocfcRoI Lowe
and Ioaociotod lloIcioo

Recycliag legislation can directly and
indirectly help your project The National
Environmental Policy Act  NEPA! assigns
responsibility to the federal government for
maintaining harmony between the citizens aad
the environment. It specifically states that it is
fedenl policy, in cooperatioa with state and
local governments, "...to provide aII practicable
means including financial aad techaical
assistance...to create aad maintaia conditions
under which man and nature can exist in
productive harinony, aad fulfill the social,
economic, and other requirements of present
and futute generations of Americans." [Section
4331 a! of NEPA] It further states that the
federal government iaust also enhance the
quality of renewable tesources and approach
maximum attainable tecycling of depletable
resources." [Section 4331 b!]

Congress set a goal for America to be

recycling 50 perumt of its waste by about the
year 2004, and designated the EPAas a national
clearinghouse to collect and disseminate
information on waste reduction and recycling.
EPA's budget includes funds to encourage
recycling by direct grants, by drafting federal
legislation, aad by conducting a major public
education effort. EPA has some information

available about industry contacts. Their
pamphlets and brochures, most of them free,
caa help you spread the recycling idea to the
vessel operators using your port or terminal.

Within the last 10 years, each of the states
along the Gulf Coast has also passed supportive
recycling legislation. A port or marina
recycliag prograia can benefit from these laws
and the programs the laws have established.
Although a brief summary of each state' s
provisions follows, you' ll get fuH advantage of
these laws by seeking help directly &om the
state agency implementing the legislation.

Ihhaea

Alabamiams' efforts are based on two state

laws: �! one that requires that all state
departments, agencies aad all public school
systems implement a waste reduction and
recycling program [Alabama Act No. 90-564],
and �! that establishes a statewide compre-
hensive solid waste disposal plan implemented
by the Solid Waste Management Advisory
Committee [Alabama Act No. 89-824]. The
Alabama Legislature set a statewide goal to
reduce or recycle 25 pen~t of the state's solid
waste, required that each county aad
municipality devise a solid waste management
plan in conjunctioa with the state plan, aad
de6ned stringent requireinents for permitting
new landQHs or incinerators. Ports aad marinas
ia Alabama may Gad recycling and recyclable
materials hauling senores availaMe in their own
counties or municipalities. Alabama's
Department of Environmental Management
provides information on recycling motor oil,
newspapers, aluminum, glass, household
tummlous waste, and organic waste. Complete



addresses are listed at the end of this chapter.

FlorlIia

Between 1980 and 1991, Florida stopped
using most of 500 open dumps in the state,
limiting waste management to 143 permitted
landfiHs  most of them lined!, 14 waste-to-
energy plants, or recycling. Florida's recycling
program has a statewide goal of 30 percent in
each county by 1994. These changes were
made possible primarily by the 1989 Solid
Waste Management Act  WMA! which
established grants and awards to encourage the
changes, training for landfill operators, and
special waste management programs. Besides
establishing packaging requirements, product
disposal fees, litter control, and an intensive
education program, the act authorized an
inventory of local government solid waste
services which is available in published form.
'Hus inventory is organized by county. You may
wish to ecure a copy to learn about the waste
disposal services available in your county.

Florida's counties are required to submit
annual solid waste management reports to the
Florida Department of Environmental
Regulation. A Recycling Markets Advisory
Committee was established to improve the
markets for recycled materials. As a result, the
state now publishes the Directory of Florida
Dealer/Processors and Industrial Users of
Recyclable Materials in Alabama, Florida,
Georgia, and Mississippi This recycling
directory is cross-referenced to list the Florida
dealers in alphabetical order by company,
county, and by recychble material. The users
of ferrous and nonferrous metals, paper, glass,
plastic, and rubber are listed alphabetically by
company, state, and material. Benefits horn
WMA should be explored with the F1orida
Department of Environmental Protection,
Bureau of Solid and Hazardous Waste, as listed
at the end of this chapter.

LowielIII

Louisiana's Solid Waste Reduction and

Recycling Law, passed in 1989, established a
state goal of reducing, by 25 percent, the
amount of solid waste being disposed of in
Louisiana's landfills. The law seeks to
"...encourage the development of solid waste
reduction and recycling as a management
procedure in all solid waste facilities in the
state," and to promote "...recovery af recyclable
materials...." [Title 33, Chapter 103, section
10301]. This law established a 2&cent-per-ton
 of waste entering a landfill! tipping fee
dedicated to supporting local recycling
programs. An annuaUy updated list of recyclers
and recycling markets within the state is
provided by this law. Louisiana's Directory of
Recyclers also lists sources for purchasing
recycling equipment, recycling publications,
and organizations. Port, terminal, and marina
operators can use this free booklet to develop a
recycling program.

Louisiana also provides some income tax
and corporate franchise tax credits, which ports
aud marinas might be eligible to receive, for
the purchase of recycHng equipment. Complete
details should be secured from the Louisiana

Department of Environmental Quality,
Recycling and Waste Minimization Section,l
as listed at the end of this chapter.

Mississippi
The Mississippi Comprehensive

Multimedia Waste Minimization Act of 1990
encourages source reduction and recycling as
primary methods to reduce waste generated
within the state. The statewide goal is to
achieve a 25 percent reduction by 1996. Besets
the education programs and requirements for
state departments and agencies to institute
waste minimization through reduction,
recycling, reuse and treatment in lieu of
disposal, the law establishes a state program of
planning, technical and fIIlanclal aSSiStanCe,
promotes development of markets for recycled
items, and funds the program through a waste
minimization tax. The Department of
Environmental Quality annually updates a



small booklet, Mississippi's Recyeling List, of
recycling businesses. Organized by city or
town, the listings indicate which items that
particular business accepts, collects, or
purchases. It is available from the MISSTAPI
MISS%94@' address listed at the end of this
chapter. Financial assistance is primarily
dedicated to reseaieh and education programs,
and to demonstration projects. Complete
details should be secured from the Mississippi
Department of Natunl Resources, Bureau of
Pollution Control, listed at the end of the
chapter.

Texas

The Texas Omnibus Recycling Act of
1991 supports the state's goal of reducing by
40 percent the amount of garbage going into
Texas landfills by 1994. In conjunction with a
broad education campaign on source reduction,
this act authorizes a comprehensive market
development study for recycled products now
being conducted by the Texas General Land
Office. 'Ms office coordinates all types of
recycling efforts through a computer database
and recycling bulletin board, E-Source, of
recycling markets and vendors of products
made from recycled materials. Information on
E-Source can be secured by calling 1-800-367-
8272.

Recycling is encouraged in Texas. 'Hm
state gives a rate break to vehicles transporting
tecycled materials orpmducts made from them.
The Texas Railroad Commission was
authorized by the Texas Legislature to set a rate
ceiling for trucking recyclable materials at 40
percent below the general rate scale, and
shippers are permitted to negotiate for even
lower rates. Volume-based waste collection
fees on local levels are encouraged, and the state
has provided financial encouragement for
training on composting, and encouraged state
departments to recycle and to use products
made from recycled materials.

The Texas Natural Resources Conser-
vation Commission  TNRCC! publishes

Recycle Texas, a directory that lists persons and
businesses which seek or accept recyclable
materials, recycling handlers and haulers, and
companies marketing products made from
Texas'tecycled materia1s. Bach 1isting includes
the method or containers they can accept, other
services they may offer, and a complete 1ist of
the materials they will accept or seek. The
volume is periodically updated, most recently
in the fall of 1994. Acopy can be secured from
the TNRCC, listed at the end of the chapter.

The Texas Corporate Recycling Council,
created in conjunction with the act, provides
help for large corporations and coordinates their
tecycling efforts. The council maintains the
database mentioned above of market

information on post-consumer waste, lists
vendors of environmentally conscious products,
and coordinates local councils located in most
of the major metropolitan areas of Texas.
Complete details are available from the Director
of Plans and Programs in the Division of Solid
Waste Management and the Texas Corporate
Recycling Council in the Texas Genend Land
Office, listed at the end of the chapter.

Texas Recycles, Marketing Our Neglected
Resources, describes the possibilities or
problems involved in iecycling or disposal, and
the steps being taken in the state to encourage
tecycling. Published by the Texas General
Land Office and organized by recyclable
product, it is a good primer for Texans to read
before establishing a recycling program. This
book is available froin the Land Office, as listed
at the end of this chapter.

Explore Resoarces Tbroelh
I Waste Exc1aage

In Mississippi and Florida, clearinghouses
have developed to help match needs for
recycled materials with those collecting them.
This clearinghouse, called a waste exchange,
developed in Mississippi by seeking markets
or users for industrial by-products or residues,
off-spec. materials, or surphs materiah that
would otherwise go to a landfill. Called
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Mississippi Technical Assistance Program
 MISSTAP!, this group also distributes
Mississippi's recycling booklet mentioned
earlier in this chapter. The Southern Waste
Information Exchange  SWIX! in Florida is an
outgrowth of that state's recycling and waste
management effort. This group is trying to
facilitate interaction between the generators and
users of solid and hazardous waste, those who
offer waste managementservices and products,
and the regulations that might affect waste
management programs. The clearinghouse's
catalog, available for $15, may stimulate your
thinking on waste management. TMs biannual
publication is very informal, including listings
of many kinds of waste management services,
as well as requests for various recyclable
materials. The address for both of these

exchanges is included under their respective
states at the end of this chapter.

Set Ilaate llaaageelat Qoah

Now that you have a fairly detailed picture
of the waste that you must manage or dispose
of, the waste removal  hauling! services that
are available in your area, and the support you
might have from existing federa1 or state laws,
you can set your waste management goal. Be
realistic. Devise this goal on the basis of the
above factors. Estabhsh a recycling program
where it is an appropriate factor in achieving
the goaL

For example, a port that has a fishing
vessel terminal within it may have a large
amount of nonrecyclable material in the waste
stream that comes off the bottom  old tires,
plastic bags of garbage, rusted 55-gallon
drums!, This volume is part of the waste stream
that might be balanced with a recycling system.
Some terminals are operated exclusively by one
industry. The company can set recycling goah
for all of the vessels using the terminaL Some
terminals and marinas are used by offshore
service vessels carrying bags or boxes of waste
from offshore oil and gas platforms. A
recycling program for this waste will require a

cooperative effort with those generating the
waste on the platforms. Although port or
marina personnel do not generate this waste,
they must facilitate its disposal. A recycling
program may be an appropriate part of the waste
management system, but the ultimate goa1 is
to dispose of debris and pollutants so that the
sea will be conserved.

YISION

1.
2.

4, Oblaetlva Oblaetnre ob~tlva
Aolon Plan: ANon Plan: ANon Plan:
1.
2, 2. 2.
3. 3. s.
4, 4. 4,

A goal is a broad description of a desired
end result, Some typical waste management
goals fora Gulf of Mexico port or maxina might
be to mare eKciently continue to send all waste
to the landfill, or to reduce, by a certain
percentage, the amount of waste being sent to
the landfilL This may not be possible. Since
our surveys showed that most vessel waste
management costs are absorbed by the marinas
and terminals on the Gulf Coast, another goal
might be to at least stabilize the atnount you' re
spending on waste management. A port might
select the goal of increasing business in the port
by expanding waste management.

Once you have set a goal, you can achieve
it by breahng it down into objectives; i.e., do-
able tasks, and then devising a plan of action
to accomplish each one. The goal is the end
result, and the objectives are the paths taken to
get there.
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recycling in the port or terminaL
Note that these same two objectives can

be used to reduce your waste management
expenditure to a landfiO or waste hauler. For a
goal of offering a new service which could
stimulate added port business, you would
actually increase the amount of waste coming
into port from ships or change the method of
vessel waste disposal in port. Recycling is one
action that will complete any of these
objectives. The next chapter will help you plan
a recycling program.

As an example, to reduce the amount of
waste sent to the landfill from a private
terminal, you can try to encourage the reduction
of the amount coming off the ships and boats
 source reduction! or find another way � like
recycling � to dispose of some portion of the
waste from them. Source reduction can be
accomplished by the ship's crew in a variety of
ways: incineration, use of less throw-away
items in the gaQey, and changes in procedures
to ebminate the use of items that must be taken

to the landfill. You may decide to encourage
any or all of these solutions, as well as institute

Contacts for State-SpeciSc Inforeatiol on
Recyclhl Laws, Pralraioa, anti Opportoaitlaa

Clean Rorida Commission
605 Suwannee St MS-2
Tallahassee, FL 323994450
 904! 4N-9939

International Marina Instute
35 Steamboat Ave.
Wlckford, RI 02852
�01! 294-9558

Keep Florida Beautiful Inc.
401 W. College Ave.
Tallahassee, FL 32301
 904! 561-0700

lllBlLMl

Recycling
AlabamaDepartment of

Enviionmenbil Management
1751 Gong.W. L Dickinson Dr.
Montgomery, AL 36130
�05! 270-5651

Environmental Law Insflbiie
1616PSt NW
Washington, D.C, 20036
�02! 32M150

Environmenfal Protection Agency
ONce of Solid Waste
401M St, SW
Washington, D.C. 20460
 800! 424-9348

Alabama Dept af EcoaNnlc 4
Communily Affairs

Science, Technology, 8 Energy Div.
3465 Norman Bridge Rd.
P.O. Box 205347
Montgomery, AL 36125-0347
�05! 284-8952EPA Repfan 4

 lacIudes NS, AL, FC!
U.S. EPA Region 4
345 Cour5and St. NE
Atlanta, GA 30365
�04! 3474727

FLORIN

Recycling
Florida Department of

Environmental Protection
Bureau of Solid 8 Hazardous Waste
Waste Reduction Settion,
Mal Station 4570
2600 Blair Stone Rd.
Tallahassee, FL 32399-2400
 904! 488-0300
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US

American Association of Port
Authorities

1010 Duke St
Alrlandrla, VA 22314
�03! 684-5700

EPA Regforr 8 Pndudes W 7XJ
U,S. EPA Regian 6
First Interstate Bank Tower
1445 Ross Ave. Suite 1200
Dallas, TX 75202-2733
�14! 6654N4

The Southern Waste Information
Exchange

P.O. Box 960
Tallahassee, FL 32302
 800! 441-SWIX
 904! 5744704

LOIRNINI

Recyciing Section
Louisiana Department of

EnvirOnmenfai Ouallty
Office af Solid 8 Hazardous Waste
P.O, Bax 82178
Baton Rouge, LA 70N4-2178
�04! 7654249

NSSISSIPPI

Recyciing
Mississippi Dept. of Natural Resources
Bureau of Pollution Control
2380 Hwy. 80 West
Jackmn, MS 39289
�01! 961-5171



MISSTAPNNSSWRAP  a waste
exchange!

 Miss. Technical Assistance Prog.!
P.O. Drawer CN
Mississippi State, MS 39762
�01! 325-21 71; 325-8485

TEXAS

Commissioner of Marine
Environmental Affairs

Texas General Land Office
1700 N, Congress Ave.
Austin, TX 78701-1495
�1 2! 4634344

Recycilng 8 Waste Minimization Unit
Texas Natural Resources

Conservation Commission
P.O. Box 13087
Austin, TX 78711-3087
�1 2! 2394750

CLEAN TEXAS 2000 Information
Center

 From TX telephones only!
 800! 648-3927

Recycllng Coordinator
Texas General Services Cornmlsslon
P.O. Box 13047
Austin, TX 78711-3047
�12! 475-2528

~er EIvlreruaeatal AsseetaNetrs
Center for Marine Conservation
1725 DeSalles St. NW
Washington, D,C, 20036
�02! 429-5M9

Glean Water Action
3400 Montrose, Suite 909
Houston, TX 77006
�13! 5284381

Concern inc,
1794 Columbia Rd.
Washington, D.G. 20009

Environmental Defense Fund
257 Park Ave. S.
New York, NY 10010
 800! CALL EDF
�12! 505-2100

Keep America Beautiful
9 West Broad St
Stamford, GT 06902
�03! 323-8987

National Wildlife Federation
14'12 16th St. NW
Washington, D.C. 20036
�02! 7974800

National Resource Defense Council
1350 New York Ave. NW, Suite 300
Washington, D.C. 20005
�02! 783-7800

Sierra Club
P.O. Box 7959
San Francisco, CA 94120-9943
�15! 776-22 11

Woridwatch institute
1776 Massachusetts Ave. NW
Washington, D.C. 20036
�02! 452-1 999
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Recycling is a waste management method
that can benefit your port, terminal, or marina
while benefitting the marine environment and
the vessels using the docking facility. As you
select the products and methods you will use
to recycle, keep in mind the current and
projected costs in dollars and convenience of
handling vessel waste. By recycling those
products which most egcctively reduce the
weight or volume of waste being sent to the
lan@8, you can reduce the
current or future amount of
money you pay in trash
hauling or landfill fees. At
the same time, selecting
products that are easy to
recycle or that are already
being recycied locally can
reduce the amount of egort
you and your stagwill put
into waste removaL Re-

cycling products that are
difficult or expensive for
your customers to dispose
of can be profitable if the
process increases a port's
business beyond the costs
in time and money of
recycling.

Review the results of all of the data

gathered using the suggestions in Chapter l.
You should have a general estimate of waste
volume, a relatively accurate list of the
dominant items in your waste stream, and
knowledge about tecycling programs in your
area. Some type of public or private iecycling
infrastructure in a nearby municipality or
county should be available. t,This can range
from a trucking network set up by an
association to a single item drop-oK station or
multiproduct recycling center.! You should
have a fairly detailed picture of your clients'

current waste management programs, A
working relationship with at least one waste
hauler, recycling program, or landfill operator
should be established. These are all needed to

develop your recycling program.

~ roject or kelrom Leotiorohip

In every program, someone has to be
designated as the leader. The audit from
Chapter l, plus your waste management goals,

should tell you whether
you can personally
establish and administer a

recycling program in
addition to your regular
port or terminal res-
ponsibilities, or whether
you need to assign this
project to another.
Depending upon your
level of expertise, you
inay choose to attend a
workshop or secure some
training for yourself, if
you are considering
serving as project leader.
A recycling program
takes a lot of time initially
to learn about recycling
programs, plan the details,

buy equipment, launch the program, train
employees, and iron out the "bugs." Once
operating, the program will prinaiily require
regular oversight and coordination.

Some of the major ports along the Gulf
Coast appoint one of the upper level
management officers to oversee environmental
matters, and waste management falls into this
category. Corporate termhials usually have an
environmental specialist, as well. In many
marmas or smaQ terminals, the operator or
manager assume program leadership. We have



seen terminals in which an environmentally-
conscious employee or one whose duties
already include some contact with the waste
stream � office personnel, a grounds keeper,
a security guard, or a maintenance person�
served as coordinator of the recycling progrsrL
In aD cases, these employees have an interest
in a recycling program and are willing to
expend the added effort at the beginning to
establish it.

In some states, consultants are available
to set up these programs. Some port managers
prefer to hire a new employee with recyciing
or waste handling experience to coordinate the
recycling program. Some will hire a consultant
or expert to set up the program, then, later,
appoint a recyciing manager to ruonitor and
maintain it. Although an established recychng
program takes little of a manager's time, it does
require regular checks and adjustments similar
to any other port or m;Mite service.

Whether you decide to wear the ncycHng
coordinator's hat or pass it on, be certain to
include your age; staff in the project from the
beginning. Some may have some recycling
experience already. People are more willing
to participate in projects that they have helped
to launch.

Consult your waste hauler and the
recyclable material handlers or haulers you
have already contacted during planning. They
can save you many hours of tel and error, at
little or no cost. A recycled products hauler
will often help you set up your program in order
to get your business by coordinating it with his
existing process.

Tle Phyahal Pleat

To reach your objective, yow recycling
program needs proper moeptacles and a process
that minimizes handling. Your waste stream
audit, especially the sorting worksheet, teUs you
which products you can recycle. Your
knowledge of existing local recyciing processes
wiO reinforce or affect your decision.



Don't attempt to recycle a product that
does not dominate your waste stream unless
local recycling programs are so developed that
it will actually reduce work in your marina or
port. If possible, recycle the product that
doininates your waste stream � it is aheady
costing you or your clients inoney in landfill
fees.

As you select receptacles and locations to
place them, mentally assem the effortyour sta6;
your clients, and your hauler will have to make
to use them. No one wants to carry waste great
distances, nor do they want to drive or walk on
unsafe yards or walkways. Minimize the
number of times a person has to handle waste;
it can be heavy and bulky, smell strong or feel
sticky. No one wants to be emptying containers
frequently because they are overflowing, or
repeatedly handling or resorting the same
recyclable product once it has been deposited
in a receptacle.

A Note for Perte ceil Tereleela

At present, most of the recycling that
occurs in Gulf Coast terminals and ports
involves operations, offices and warehouses.
Although paper, aluminum cans, and used oil
are recycled in these internal waste
management programs, used oil and oil filters
are recycled in more ports than aluminuin cans
or paper. Office/computer paper is coHected
primarily from offices in a special bin for
recycling; aluminum cans from the volumes of

soft drinks consumed by employees are
gathered in a iecycling receptacle.

If port or terminal management initiates a
recycling program for waste from vessels,
collection receptacles may vary in size, and
possibly, type or location. For example, a
towing terminal may initiate a program to
recycle some galley waste from all of the
company's towboats. Each boat may use small
receptacles onboard to sort or deposit recyclable
materials. These will be emptied into a larger
receptacle dockside. Perhaps these can be
compacted or combined with the port's internal
recycling program. Longshoremen may have

Tbe Port of Cerpee Christi
hcilitetee Recycliel

This Texas container port has pre-

stationed dumpsters at each port-owned dock,
but no established recycling program for all
vessel waste entering the port. Most of the ships
using the port carry break-bulk palletmed
cargo or petroleum. "4 port can promote

recycling, "according to Paul Carangeioof the
portstag "but the ship' s cd has to perform,
Experience has shown that there has to be an
economic incentive to the ship's master or

agent to require crew recycling. Thecrew just
wants to disembark. "

Some recycling programs do exist on

individual ships or within specific shipping
lines, but ae not associated with the port.

Ship's agents have arranged for the waste
hauler, and the ship's crew sorts and prepares
waste for disposal while at sea "Most ports

me pro-clean water, but our business is not
waste management, " Carangelo observed.
"We' re facilitators. " By keeping a current list

of shi p's agents and making it available to their
clients, the Port of Corpus Christi facilitates

small ttecycling programs.



to move these receptacles with forklifts, or even
move recyclable material from a vessel to a
receptacle.

You must, therefore, consider business
matters and physical plant matters. The
business considerations fall into the category
of labor  who moves the waste!, experLses  who
pays for receptacles, wages, other tools!, and
safety  best procedure to protect employees,
insurance requirements!. By considering the
steps for moving a recycled product; i.e.,
physical plant matters like handling, lifting,
space for maneuvering, you can choose the
receptacles for a program of any size, and find
a location that accommodates those dumping
the waste as we11 as those hauling it away.
Consult persons on your staff to tackle the
business matters. The general information
provided below about tecycling receptacles wiH
start your thinking process on the physical
matters. Cconsult the subsequent chapters on
the products you plan to recycle for more
speci6c details.

A Note for Ilorfaeo

Marinas have a great deal of potential for
recycling, although implementing a program
might represent a major change in operations.
Unfortunately, change usually involves
expense. In addition, the impersonal "big
business" atmosphere that might help a port
smoothly institute recycling and biH clients for
the service is not passible in many marinas
where operations are smaller, and often, more
personaL Since marinas are charged, like ports,
with waste disposal, the Coast Guard has
acknowledged that absorbing the waste mnoval
costs for aH of the boats using marinas could
result in a budget burden. Mtirinas i' thus
permitted to recover the costs.

A direct charge for trash disposal may
discourage boaters from participating in waste
management programs. Fees are never popular
but you may consider recovering the costs by
adding them into moorage, docking, or
launching fees.

Eqeiyeeat
Recycling requires holding bins to

accumulate the product from vessels until it can
be hauled away. Not aH waste receptacles are
alike, or cquaHy suited to a port, terminal, or
marina. Two basic receptacles must be
considered: the receptades info which your
clients will deposit recydable materials, and
the receptacles horn which your hauler will
remove recyclable materials. When these are
different, the staff must transfer the
recyclable material from one to 8ae other.
Your recycling coordinator will choose the
receptacle or combination of receptacles
meeting your needs and your budget.

An EPA study of 30 communities across
the U.S. concluded that the size and type of
receptacle directly affects the success of a
recycling program because each receptacle �!
publicizes the program, reminding individuals
to source-separate and to recycle; �! assists
haujers in identifying the receptacles to be
emptied; and �! may increase the amount
people recycle by making the process
convenient.  Waste Prrvention, RccycNng, and
Composting Options: Lessons from 30
Communities, p. 57.!

The market is fuH of receptacles � and
more are being designed and developed every
day. You don't have to design or make them,
in most cases, someone is already marketing a
receptacle to fit your facility's program. The
importaace of using the right receptacles has
been authenticated by many community
recycling programs. In Berlin Township, New
Jersey, replacing five-gallon buckets for
recyclable materials with 20-gaHon buckets
resulted in an increase of 49 percent by weight
of commingled recyclable materiah. People
participate in a program that appears to have
some substance. CoHection frequency can be
reduced to an efficient pattern with a receptacle
that can hold the correct volume of material.

Receptacles should be tailored fo the
product, encouraging port, terminal, or marma



Clearly Iwert Recelttectes

Bay Point Marina in Panama City,

Florida, uses the well-known logo for thc
"Pitch In" campaign receptacles in the

marirut. Ac logo reminds people to properly
dispose of trash while showing them how to

use the receptacle, A stick flgure pulLs thc in-
side container straight out. 7hz unmovable

plastic cover autorrratically keeps thc lid on fhe

trash. A plastic bag, insertedintothecontainer,

can be easily mnovcd when fidl.

Color works as a rccycling reminder at

Bay Point. His recreational facility uses red

receptacles for aluminum can recycling to

casiVy distinguish them from reguktr garbage
cans. Bay Point chose a receptacle with a flap

lid for the cans to keep insects,  particularly

bees! pan getting to the soda residue on the
cans. One Nmitation to an enclosed receptacle

is that other trash may be thrown in. Because

boafcrs cannot see lhe cans inside, they may
not pay attention to a color code. ~c this

possibility by attaching a clear labeL

clients and staff to throw only the proper
product into them. For example. a receptacle
for aluminum cans should have a lid on the top
with a circular opening sized to allow deposit
of only that type can. Because aluminum cans
are light weight, this receptacle can be
comparatively large, but it should be made of
water- and sun-resistant material like plastic to
remain solid after long periods of exposure to
the elements. When selecting a location for
your receptacle, choose a site that is accessible
to both your clients and the waste hauler. Also
consider how the receptacle wiH be emptied.
Limit the size to the load. Machines are
needed to lift and/or empty big receptacles.
Make iecycling easy for everyone; be certain
that each receptacle is labeled dearly, i.e.,
"Aluminum Cans Only."

Size also depends upon the volume of
product you accumulate. In an efficient system,
the receptacles do not have to be emptied until
they are fuH, and when they are emptied, they
produce a costwffective load for the hauler. A
receptacle that is very large might take weeks
to accumulate some products � be certain that
lengthy storage fits your plan.

The rectangular recycling bin, common in
inunicipal recycling programs, is a good
example of tailoring the receptacle to the
product and process. It was researched and
designed for curbside recycling, in which
residents gather several types of recyclable
materials together, that is, they commingle
them. Collection truck personnel sort the items
into separate compartments at curbside. These
bins were selected after testing because they
can hold an exceptional amount of different
recyclable materials  newspaper, aluminum
cans, plastics, glass bottles!, in a manner that
allows aH products to be easily seen and quickly
sorted at curbside. The rectangular shape was
found to be the easiest for both the depositors
and the collectors to handle. It fits into the
kitchen or trash handling area conveniently,
stacks, if the process caUs for it, and when full,
is not excessively heavy or bulky. Follow a
simihr thought process when selecting your
receptacles to consider aH of the people who
will handle the receptacle, and the process in
which the recyclable materials will be collected
and hauled away.

Sometimes a particular concern will
dominate your choice orstimulate an innovative

design. Mariner's ViHage in
Mandeville, Louisiana,

needed an easy-
to-keep-clean
aluminum can

receptacle
I because soft

drink cans, sticky
from the sugar in the

beverage, dominate the
waste stream. Because heCai cage



could find no receptacles that fit his need, the
marina manager, David Keyser, decided to
stake a cylinder of pig wire  similar to chicken
wire, but with a larger and stronger mesh! to
the ground as a receptacle. It allowed him to
hose down the cans occasionally to remove the
sticky residue. Sun and rain actually helped to
clem the cans without damaging the ieceptacle.
The open whe mesh made the cans visible, so
that Keyser needed no label or sign. People
automaticaQy "pitched in."

Keyser's original concept didn't consider
the process, however, The waste hauler could
not pick up this receptacle and dump it until a
bottom had been designed to make the
receptacle portable. 'He original permanent
nature of Keyser's pig wire aluminum can
collector was labor intensive. Keyser's staff
would have had to empty all of those cans by
hand into some type of carrier and take them to
the dumpster or receptacle provided by his
waste hauler. By putting a bottom on his
receptacle and ieinforcing the sides so that it
could be lifted, Keyser reduced the hbor needed
to iecycle aluminum cans in his marina. The
collection receptacle had only to be carried,
when full, to the waste hauler's dumpster.

Strong plastic bags to carry recyclable
materia1s from receptacle to receptacle or &om
receptacle to market have been developed.
Consider the possibilities of lining receptacles
with these bags when you plan the recycling
process.

Always consult your waste hauler
before selecting your receptacles. Some
waste haulers will resist a receptacle like
Keyser's because it cannot be lifted
mechanically. Haulers often have receptacle
requirements or prefer to provide their own
receptacles for the recyclable materials. If the
hauler does not provide a receptacle, select
those that a hauler is wi11ing to empty diiectly
or that your staff can empty into the hauler's
duinpster infrequently and with little effort
Haulers prefer light weight, sturdy containers

that can be picked up and dumped easily by
human or mechanical means.

In some cases, investment in a compactor
can actually augment or improve the efficiency
of the recycling process. A compactor crushes
or breaks up recyclable products so that they
occupy less space. It can also reduce your
expenses in two ways: �! reduce the number
of pickups your hauler has to make, thus
ieducing your pickup fees, or �! increase the
amount of recyclable materials he secures from
you on a pickup, making his trip to your
terminal more profitable. In most cases, the
hauler adjusts your bill according to the profit
from your recyclable materials, i.e., a smaller
fee for a moie profitable load.

Compactors are also helpful when you are
iecycling several items. TIE provide a method
for storing those recychble materials that take
up a lot of space while you are accumulating
those that take less. Texaco uses compactors
on certain offshore platforms in order to make
transporting waste to shore as efficient as
possible. The compactor condenses the waste
from many small collection ieceptacles on a
platform or on a couple of platforms, so that
the waste transported to shore wi11 be worth
the effort. At the same time, they can
accumulate a larger quantity of aluminum or
plastic in a smaller amount of space. A
compactor could, similarly, work in a port to
condense the large items accumulating in
dockside receptacles so a larger load would
result for the hauler in the small space usually
available at a terininal.

Moving recyclable materials from
receptacle to ieceptacle can be made easier by
using carts that can be hauled by tractors or
golfwart like vehicles, similar to the methods
used by airlines to carry luggage from the
terminal to the phne. Soine marinas use large
wheel barrows with bicycle tires to haul cans
to larger hauler-provided dumpsters. These
reduce the waste handling effort yourstaff must
make.



'Ihe state recycling directories mentioned
in Chapter 1, ads in recycliag magazines, the
product associations listed at the end of each
chapter, and a brief general list of receptacle
and compactor vendors and manufacturers at
the end of this chapter, will help you find
receptacle vendors in your area. Always use
yOur YellOw Pages and your iecycling waste
haulers io find additional local sources for these

products.

Tbe Process

Before purchasing receptades, consider
their location in the recyciing process from
the morneut a recyclable is deposited until a
hauler takes it away. You have to consider
the already established movement of people and
equipment within the port, terminal and marina,
and fit yOur ieCyCling program intO it.

Most docking facilities will have one of
two programs: �! recycling receptacles on the
pounds close to the docking area that can be
reached directly by the recyclable hauler, or �!
recycling roceptacles near the boat docking area
thatcan easily be carried and emptied into larger
receptacles near the access road or general
iruchng dock or road for the hauler to pick up.
Your program should be planned after carefuny
considering the product to be recycled and the
type of receptacle best suited for it  size, shape,
space required!, all of the places where
receptacles would be most convenient for your
clients and your staff, and the roadway available
for the waste hauler. Couveuieuce encourages
recycnng.

Condder spillage or ease of deposit.
Used engine oil and used oil or fuel filters have
potential to contaminate the ground around a
receptacle. They may chemically react with
some products. Choose a recycling receptacle
that will make depositing these recyclable
materials easy and convenient to boih the client
and the port or marina maintenance crew.
Consider the method your waste hauler wHi
have to use to empty these products from a
receptacle. Loose lids for receptacles will

create extra work for your waste hauler and
possibly your maintenance crew. Choose
receptacles with attached lids to avoid this
problem.

Wind can be a significant factor at any
facility adjacent to water. Be certain that
receptacles are large enough to prevent wind
scattering of waste. In a National Marine
Fisheries Service demonstration project at the
Port of Newport  Oregon!, when dockside
garbage cans were replaced by 1.5 cubic yard
dumpsters with a windscreen, port labor was
no longer required to pick up debris.

In tertuiuals aud ports, a vessel crew
member wiH be assigned to transfer the recycled
product from the vessel to the receptacle. In
most cases, this assignment will be an
additional task attached to an existing job
description. The recycling receptacle should
be placed close to the same area in which the
crew member works when he comes into port.

A marina cHeut must be motivated to
transfer the recycled product from the vessel
to the receptacle. In many cases, he wiH already
have an environmentally conscious attitude, but
his enthusiasm will diminish quickly if
receptacles are inconveniently placed or
difficult to use. Study the path your clients take
from their boats to the parking lot and select a
place along it for the recycling receptacle s!.
Place one as close to dockside as possible if
the recyclable materials are difficult to carry.
Some yacht clubs and marinas provide dock
carts for clients to carry gear from boat to car.
You might designate a cart for carrying waste
to recycling bins that are a distance from the
dock. Group receptacles together or near the
waste dumpster, so that aH waste can be dumped
at once.

Figure 2.1 shows the process adopted by
the Port of Everett  Washington!. Although
most marinas are much smaller and will

probably have fewer receptacles or groups of
them, the distribution for the convenience of
both the client and the hauler are demonstrated.



The hauler needs a wide, paved or hard
surfaced area upon which to drive a truck and
operate his equipment. He must be able to turn
around, or to travel in one direction throughout
the terminal on a roadway sufficient for his
truck to stop and empty all receptacles, and then
continue to the exit.

Compartmentalized dumpsters of several
types are available for recycling several
products. Some are even provided by the larger
recyclable waste haulers. Consider these in
terms of the total port or marina recycling
program.

Sanitlry Considerations

David Keyser's concern about cleaning
up the cans in Mariners ViHage's aluminum
recycling bin extended beyond the sugar on the
cans. Keyser was concerned about the odor
emanating from beer cans. Recycling bins can
develop odors from the decay of container's
original contents. Marinas' landfiH trash bin,
which often contains food scraps, may also
begin to smeH; especiany if someone throws a
fish carcass into it. When you reduce the
hequeucy ot'land5ll pickups by diverting part
of the waste stieam to recycling, you may hold
waste for a longer period which allows more
decay, and thus, possibly more odor. Consider
these odors and the sanitary condition they
indicate when you plan your recycling program
and arrange for both recycling and general
waste pickups.

Continuing the same landfill pickups, even
at extra cost, is not the only solution. Our
surveys show that ports and terminals along the
Gulf Coast are paying waste disposal fees that
are based on volume of waste and frequency
of pick up, although marinas are generally
paying a set fee for a regular pickup, with no
difference built in for volume. If the general
waste pickup fee is determined by the size of
the dumpster, as well as frequency of landfill
pickups, you might save a little money by
contracting for a smiler waste dumpster while
retaining your regular landfill pickup schedule.

Your expense can thus be contained or reduced
without the addition of a sanitary problem. If
the fee is predicated only on pickup frequency,
you might install some type of compactor or
arrange to add some chemical to the waste that
would allow you to store decaying food waste
without developing a sanitation problem. Many
wet garbage compactors encase the matter
during compacting. thus ieducing the smeH.
You might also look for a compost hauler.
Some communities have a composting program
in which food wastes are commingled with soil
and plant waste to produce fertilizer.

The bottom line is that the recydiug
process must be attractive � clean,
organized, and welconung the recycier. To
be successful, everyone from the harbormaster
to the day sailor must take some responsibility
for keeping the marine environment clean. No
one is going to willingly participate in a
program thatcleans up the maime environment
by making their own environmentless attractive
or uncomfortable. A clean recycling plant
rewards those efforts, and stimulates people to
continue to participate.
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The Psycbeloghel Plait

Your recycling program should make
subtle rather than radical changes in your
current waste management program. When
change creates discomfort, people resist it. By
minimizing the effort needed to change waste
removal habits already formed by your clients
and your staff, you will be able to secure
tecyciing cooperation and they will adapt easily.
Comfort, for the most part, will be maintained.

hhyt To The Existlel Patterl

Set np a program that fits into the
existing waste disposal pattern, the work
pattern of those in the terminal, or the work
and play patterns of those in the marina. For
example, when Texaco started a recycling
program for the employees on all of their
offshore petroleum platforms, they placed
recycling wastebaskets in exactly the same
spots where regular wastebaskets had always
been. But, these new wastebaskets were
divided into two parts: one part for recyclable
beverage cans, plastic bottles, and glass
contahers, and one part for recyclable paper.
What appeared, from the outside, to be a
slightly larger wastebasket was acOialiy a small
square wastebasket attached to one side of a
larger rectangular one. A second wastebasket
was placed right next to the recycling
wastebasket to take all other waste. Because
each receptacle was clearly labeled, it took little
extra effort for the people on the platform to
sort their waste while throwing it away. Then,
the maintenance people who were already
emptying wastebaskets changed their process
slightly to sepante the aluminum, plastic, and
glass while emptying them into several bins
centrally located together on the same spot
where they used to have one trash receptacle.
Each bin is lined with a recycHng plastic bag.
When full, it is readied for transport to the
Texaco terminal and on to market or to the
landfill.

Because Texaco's waste coordinator knew

the habits of his waste generators, adapting to

an existing pattern was easy. The company
developed a secondary sorting and recycling
program at their Morgan City, Louisiana,
terminal to handle waste from all of their
offshor rigs and platforms. Because of the
success with this unusually large recycling
program, Texaco has produced a booklet and a
video about their program which is available
from the addiess at the end of this chapter. You
might be able to adapt some of their ideas to
your pfogfaln.

Marinas and terminals that deal with many
clients from different types of vessels may not
know how their clients currently dispose of
waste after docking, or in what condition that
waste is brought off the vessels. You can' t
establish a program that follows people' s
existing habits if you don't know them.
Formally or informally survey your reguiar
ciienta Either visit with them individually or
devise a one-page questionnaire survey to 5nd
ont what they do with their trash onboard,
and where they take it when they dock. Ask
your employees to informally observe and
record clients' waste mnoval behaviors. Use

aH of this information as you establish your
program.

Since most municipalities and counties
coDect commingled recyclable materials from
a separate container right next to one full of
general waste, marina clients will already be
comfortable with that program. It will take little
effort fo them to separate designated recyclable
materials hem other waste oned, and deposit
these in separate, adjacent receptacles in a
marina Marinas within municipalities may be
able to take advantage of the existing program
and arrange for municipal collection. Ports may
benefit from a particular community recyciing
project because the volume generated in the
large facility might increase the marketability
of the community's recycled waste.

In areas not collecting commingled
recyclable materials, you will have to find a
recyclable hauler who will take the commingled



recyclable materials and sort them, or your staff
will have to sort the materials for haulers who
take separate products. Neither ports nor
marines are in the waste handling business. so
this type of process should be kept to a
miimnum. Most employees are wi11ing to add
the task when it takes little added efFort or fits

into their existing job process. Marinas might
be able to introduce a little sorting of galley
waste. Commingled galley waste recyclable
materials from power boats or day sailboats for
an example, are dominated by beverage
containers. If you limit the staff's responsibility
to sorting out primarily plastic or aluminum
cans � a quick and comparatively easy job-
they will adapt easily. However, if the com-
mingled recyclable materials include plastic,
aluminum, glass, newspaper, and vessel
operations and maintenance waste, and
activities waste, the additiona1 time and effort
may be too much for a simple adaptation. You
may have to revise job descriptions, hire some
part-time help, or offer additional compen-
sation.

Be subtle in the choke otreceptacle, too.
Our surveys indicated that large dumpsters are
currently twice as prevalent in Gulf Coast ports,
terminals, and marinas as smaller plastic or
metal receptacles and 55 gallon drums.
Individual recycling bins for different
products should be attractive and
comfortable. Those resembling existing
receptacles will already be associated with
waste removal in the user's mind . Recycling
dumpsters, which look similar to the general
dumpsters now in use, are available. People
can dock and walk to the same place where you
now have a dumpster for all waste and put
sorted recyclable materials and waste into
separate, labeled bins within a recycling
dumpster.

The ed@kg waste hauling schedule can
be subtly changed, too. Almost five times as
many marinas, ports, and terminals have
weekly rather than daily waste pickup service
now. Employees and budgets are both

accustomed to this schedule. You might revise
it so that you alternate weddy between a pickup
for recyclable materials and a general landfiH
pickup, or you might even be able to reduce
your monthly pickups to three: once a month
for recyclable materials and twice a month for
general landfill. 'Ihe change should reduce your
landfill pickup costs to balance the new
recycling pickup expenses.

Chaeie lhrttera Carefully

Sometimes change cannot be avoided,
especially if you have decided to recycle many
products or if you have conc1uded that changes
on board the vessels must occur in order for
you to be able to accept vessel waste. In
multiproduct recyding, someone hss to sort the
products. Labor is reduced for all if most of
the sorting is done at the source: onboard the
vesseL

Company-owned terminals can effect this
change most efficiently. Sorting at the source
can be nile a company policy. Texaco used
this technique, and instituted it with a general
meeting in each department to explain the
process, the reasons for recycling, and to
stimulate employee interest in the program.
The booklet and video they produced are now
used to orient new employees to the program.

Ports and marinas have two groups to
work with, employees and client/custiomers. In
some cases, the latter will be regular, frequent
callers at dockside; in others, only occasional
or one-time caUers. Although the employees
can be incorporated into the program by
involving them at the planning stages or adding
the responsibilities to their existing ones, cHents
and customers must be educated to the

process. In all cases, people must be
motivated to recyde. We are, after all, asking
them to make a little effort. However

pr~mg the maruie environment benefits all.

In most ports, the public relations
department can help. Marinas will have to
educate employees and clients independently.

31



Start with a little publicity. Post a notice
on a bulletin board promoting the idea of
recycling. The Port of Everett  Washington!
erected a bulletin board adjacent to the
recycling area. "Communication is important,"
said Karen Bukis, recycling leader for the Port
of Everett  Personal Communication!. "People
take recycling seriously because we address
current concerns by changing the board's
content regularly." Your bulletin board can have
information about the value of iecycling to the
marine environment, and the laws with which
vessels, ports, and marinas must comply.
Specific cautions about those items that should
not be recycled are popular. People want to do
the right thing, and your bulletin board will
assure them that they are.

Put a f1yer in the clients monthly state-
ments, or include a short article in the port or

marina newsletter or the company publication
describing the planned recycling prognm. Talk
about these topics atevery opportunity and ask
for your client's ideas and help.

An effective educa5ori prugrarn is aeally
a sales progriun. You tell it one way, you teH
it another, you keep it in conversations, you
compliment people who become involved.
Ports and terminals that have launched

successful safety programs to change sloppy
work habits can use the same procedure to sell
recycling to employees . You have influence
over employees, but not over clients. Use a
mini-campaign to develop interest and
participation � appeal to their desire for a clean
marina, an efficient port, uncluttered
waterways. Remember that many people are
already recycling at home. This campaign will
encourage both clients and employees to
transfer already established habits to work and
recreational spaces. Keep clients posted on
recycling progress. Be certain to single out and
compliment those in compliance. You might
feature a photo of the person on the bulletm
board emptying recyclable materials into the
proper dockside bin.

Giveaways are good reminders. You can
give out reminders like floating key chains or
foain sleeves for aluminum cans upon which is
printed a reminder to sort recyclable materiah
on board before coming to port. You might
decide to provide each boat with a tool to help
clients sort recyclable materials on board: two
complimentary plastic bags � one for
recyclable materials aud one for other trash-
or a complimentary wastebasket divided into
two sections. But be careful. A giveaway tool
will work only if 1! it is the correct size to
accommodate the recyclable material generated
offshore, and 2! it is not the correct size to meet
other needs like carrying a sportfisherman's
catch that day.

Education can include involvement on the
planning leveL Port officials might develop a
program with some of the regular cruise or
cargo lines using port facilities. You might



purchase receptacles together or the port might
offer to provide the plastic bags to line recycling
receptacles. Cooperative efforts often
increase enthusiasm.

Generously hang posters in the port or
marina to remind clients to sort their waste
before throwing it away. Some examples of
posters may be found at the end of this chapter.
Be cert' that every recycling bin is clearly
marked and easy to use. Some marinas give
prizes for superior compliance � coupons to
redeem in the store, for example.

Your state environmental agency, the EPA,
and the various product associations aH offer
free or inexpensive posters and Ayers about
recycling the environment, or preserving
resources. Flyers and brochures, on reducing the
amount of waste that is generated, are available
from product associations, environmental
groups, and local environmental agencies.
Most of these are free so that you can use the
tips in them or give them out at your ship's store.
Resources for these are found at the end of

Chapter 1 and the various topic chapters 3-8.

Because of the close contact between
clients and staff in marinas, waste manage-
ment trends or practices can be initiated. For
example, encourage source reduction by
suggesting the use of finger foods to eliminate
the need for paper plates and plastic utensils
on board. Old terry towels can absorb many
times more spills and wipe more sticky fingers
than a paper towel � and they can be taken
home to be used again. Emptied 2- and 3-liter
beverage bottles can be Qlled with water and
frozen to cool ice chests � eliminating plastic
bags and the accompanying mess of melted ice.
because these can be ie-used, the bottles are
kept out of the waste sta~m. You will Qnd that
your clients have their own tips for reusing
some vessel waste. Using conversation as well
as the bulletin board and news letter, encourage
clients to share these ideas. Pass them on and

be sure to give credit to the originator!

No program happens without some

problems or roadblocks. Ports may 6nd some
vessel operators quite cooperative, and others,
distinctly uncooperative. Marina operators may
experience individual mishaps; e.g., client may
accidentally spill used engine oil at dockside
and contaminate the water. Another may put
rotting fish carcasses in the dumpster, thus
contaminating the area around the landfill
receptacle until the next landfill pickup.
Someone is sure to put glass in the plastics bin,
or potato chip bags and sandwich wrappers in
with recyclable paper. These types of problems
will happen. Don't let them stop you from
continuing with your waste management
pfocc%.

Your waste management effort may falter
initially because of poor receptacle function or
placement, uninformed participants, or the
wrong hauler. Give your process a few months
trial before you make any changes. Efforts to
improve the environment take time because you
have to reverse polluting practices before you
can begin to see an improvement in the
environment. The result will be worth the

effort.

halalte frellaatly

Mishaps and bad experiences present an
opportunity to evaluate your program.
Informally ask all of the clients what changes
might be instituted to prevent another mishap.
Use employees' suggestions as well. Formal
questionnaires provide written response and
give you information from several sources to
compare and consider. Always seek ideas to
stnwmline the process or increase the amount
of material which you are diverting from the
landfill or the sea. Every little bit helps.

Don't use smooth sailing as an excuse to
skip evaluation either. After the first six
months, you and your staff should take a hard
look at the program and be certain that it is
working as intended. Review your waste
ice@a audit and roughly calculate the changes.
Are more, less, or the same number of tons
moving through your waste stream? If itis the



HNLINII6 THE PRS6RAM
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same, determine how much have you reduced
the amount going to the landfill and if that
difference is going to a recyclable material
hauler. Look for signs of source reduction
among your clients and staff.

Look at the financial picture, too. Multiply
the volume or weight of materials going to the
landfill by the fees per cubic yard or ton. Has
this total risen, remained the same, or gone
down? The best, hopefully, is a reduction in
the amount you are paying for waste to go to
the landfill. Often, the first two or three
financial audits after instituting recycling will
show little financial change in the landfill fee
because the volume of waste coming from
vessels is increasing as vessel operators harn
about the new program and begin to bring their
waste to port. Because the riumber of landfills
is declining and the costs to comply with
environmental laws incieiukag, landfill fees are
increasing rapidly. After a year or two, you
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Congratulations if thisis a positive number.
Ycu are saving maney.

If thisis a negative ember, additional trash
may be entenng the port ar marina. You have
succeededin encm aged people ta dean qo
the aquatic envimnment.
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should aee some reduction in landfill volume,
and hopefully landfill fees. By then your port
waste stream will be smaller because of a
combination of source reduction and recycling.

Look at your waste savings. Add up the
tons or cubic yards of material you have
recycled per motith instead of dumping them
into the landfill. This material has been put to
some uae � recycled � rather than wasted.
Don't keep the news about this accomplishment
a secret; share it with employees and clients on
your bulletin board or newsletter. Marinas with
ongoing recycling campaigns might regularly
update a posted graph to show the progress that
is being made in recycling and waste
management. After all, everyone in the marina
is partially responsible for the success.

After a year, take a new waste stream
audit. If the waste stream has changed
significantly, you must consider changing your
recycling plan or adding to it.



The lent of the Manual

Chapters l and 2 have given you the basics
to establish a recyciing program as part of your
waste management plan. Most of the examples,
however, were general and do not necessarily
apply to the type of waste you want to recycle.
Your next step will be to tailor your recycling
program to specific products.

The first chapter helped you set boundaries
by determining which products can most
practically be removed from your port or
marina waste stream for recycling; Chapter 2
provided the general guidelines for establishing
a recycling program. The balance of this
manual, organized into separate chapters by
recyclable product, will help you tailor your
program. Use those chapters which help you
recycle the major products in your waste
stream. Refer to the other chapters to meet
future needs.





SOME WASTE RECEPTACLE MANUFACTURERS Sc VENDORS

 Many firma rrenufacture a variety of waelo roceptacloa. Tho complete addreoaltrhone number for a wndor ia prlnled under tho Am@
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banned

Safco Psoducta Co
$300 W. Raooarch R&
New Hope, MN 65428

$2 to $6 gallon opt
dlvtdore; 4cNvt4ng bine;
fork4Rable, cohrful

toreo 400 cane 200 tc 400
wkh cruahor embedded holda c$
ln lkf

24 C r, Wll
frame to nww cane

Safeco Preducte Inc.

Windaor Barrel Worke
P.O. Box 47
Kempton, PA 10528
800 527-784$

20 to S2
Paneled domo top

Vital Violone Co

8$ gaNona, hclda up to
250 pounda, covered,
wkh whoalL

Oil fetor cruahorFork4ltablo

C ham Tainer
indu¹itee InC.

J.V. Mfg� lne
701 Hwy. 2$5 Spur
Sprlngdaio, AR 72785
501 761-7320

Waco Peducte Co.

m Cover for 5&gaL
drum round opening for
cma or oN filara.

Thia Sot repreoonte only a low of the manufacturera and wndora oi waato recoptaclea for recyc$ng, provided for Nuatralion and aa a
alert in your ooarch for receptacles. No endoraornent ie imp8o& Uao yow Yolow Pagoo to find manufacturera and wndora ln your
~ rea; and your elate recycting contacts to end thcoo doing buaineao in your otato.

ZIRN
P.O. Bca 1350
Raidaviea, NC 27320
 81 8! 3484828
 $00! 3$7-7887

Otto Induatrlea Inc.
12700 General Dr.
P.O. Box 410251
CharkNe, NC 28241
800 227.6886

me or fiat top/15 to
140 gallon, replaceable
linet; hara$ae 8 key lock;
cylindrical 4 rectangular

4$ gallon; polyethylene;
bay%nod

KOS MOB
R li Inc.

Env~
Conyactore
430$ W. Doyl ~ Dr.
New Iberia, LA 70680
 800! 7374583

18 387+186

Ertol Engineering Co.
P.O. Bcx 3358
Kingakm, NY 12401
 $14! 331 M62
800! 663-78'
AX �14! 3$8-10$$

CSL 8 Aeoocfateo
202 Buck Dr.
Pt. Walton, FL 32S48
 804! 8$48801
800 8224080

Envi~ak
Co re
Gee@acta ua

Env~k
Co re

KOSMDS
Aeeyellng. Inc.
37 Skyeno Dr Suho 4304
Lake Mary, FL 32748

$384807
380 to 500
oil 4 anHreeae; face on
fred atalnlaaa ateel,
fbaglaea

Vital Violone Corp.
$$$3 Hwy 20 Weel
Freeport, FL 32438
 804! N54131

Vital VIelone Corp.

450; ul
hokfa cane a papa

VRaf 1flelone Corp.

32M50
fiberglaaa over aloe 
optbnal var f8tor
receptacle.
Fhrax Inc.
3724 Cook Btv&
Cheeapeako. VA 23323
800 348MS8

Safco Prodtela Go.
addreea abow plua
vendor:
ReoycNng Sya Inc
4080 Hwy SQ
Mandovllo, LA 7044$
504 esaaeeo

Chem Tafner
hduetriee Ino.
3$1 Neptune Avo.
N.Bag4on, NY 11704
�18! $81~
 800! ASK~EM

tranaport trucka

ChentTalner
Indu¹rloe inc.
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Chapter 3
AlUMlIUM
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'He success of all iecycling depends upon
the market for the recycled product, and this
market depends upon the nature of the product
and the amount of work that must be done to
reuse it. Aluminum beverage cans, found in
most waste streams, are

the largest source of scrap
aluminum used by the
industry. Uses for re-
cycled aluminum are
increasing almost fast
enough to accommodate
the recycled product
because the metal alloy is
versatile and economical
to reuse.

Aluminum is soft,

light weight, strong,
durable, aad it does not
rust. It conducts elec-
tricity, heat and cold, and
it is aot magnetic. It can
be rolled into sheets,
drawn into bars and rods,
shaped by dies, made into
tubes, pulled into wire or
cast into molds. Manu-
facturers have only to
remove impurities frora
the aluminum scrap
before they melt it down and reuse it.
According to the EPA, practicaHy all of the
aluminum that is recovered during recycling is
reused because the process can save 95 percent
of the electrical power needed to convert
bauxite into virgin aluminum, while each ton
of remelted aluminum saves four tons of
bauxite ore, a non-renewable resource. Air aad
water pollution are reduced significantly in this
process, too. For all of these reasons, the
aluminum industry actively seeks recycled
aluminum; they have even developed methods

to produce more cans per pound of alurainum
to get more from the resource.
Shot looa Thia Mesa To Porta 5 Mariioaf

Most ports and marinas may include
aluraiaum recycViag in the waste reduction

program because ahrai-
num cans most likely
will be one of the domi-
nant products in the
waste stream. Alumi-
num is easy for aay
docking facility to
accept, store, and trans-
port from vessel to
receptacle to hauler, and
comparatively profitable
to recycle.
Most port aad tehniaal

clients and employees
will adapt easily to
aluminum can recychng
smce many are already
recycliag these at home.
Encourage oa board and
on site sorting by
providing a gimmick-
a reusable small waste
basket, a net bag � for
boat deck or galley which

can be emptied as the crew unloads the vest
and comes ashore.

To locate haulers or markets for the cans,
consult the list of associations at the end of
Chapter I, your state recycling directory or
recycling o6ice listed in Chapter 1, aad the
Yellow Pages. Because the market for
alurainum cans is better than that for some of
the other recyclable products found in a vessel's
waste stream, you may be able to use a contract
for recycled alutainum cans to secure an
agreement with a reluctant hauler to take a less



pro6table waste at the same time.

Although other aluminum items such as
TV dinner plates and aluminum foil can also
be rocycled. these are not always accepted by
those recycling aluminum cans. Consult your
hauler,

Ieceytealea

Choose a receptacle that is large enough
to hold at least one day's cans so that it
accumulates aluminum can waste from clients

without requiring frequent servicing. The
receptacle's size should also be limited by
weight, especially if your program requires that
the full receptacle be emptied into a waste
handler's receptacle. The EPA provides a
helpful weight to volume guideline: one cubic
yard of aluminum cans weighs 50-74 pounds
 uncrushed to crushed!. To put that into
Ierspective, a full gnxery bag of cans weighs
about 1.5 pounds, and a 55-gallon plastic bag
of them weighs 13-20 pounds. These cans are
bulky, and they may be sticky.

Covered cylindrical receptacles with a
round hole cut in the hinged top or a hinged
Gap attached to the side work best for aluminum
cans. Be slue a sign � Aluminum Cans Only
� is clearly visible. Some marinas and ports
with a multiproduct recycling program use
color codes for cyhndrical receptacles to coHect
aluminum, glass, and plastic. When purchasing
colored receptacles for this type of program.
select bright colors � yeHow, red, blue�
because they will fade in the sunshine.

At marituLs, a receptaclecan be placed near
the docking area to encourage vessel operators
and passengers to bring this waste ashore. If
you are encouraging vessel crews to sort their
waste on board or as soon as they come ashore,
choose a tall, deep receptacle with limited
access � it should have a round opening only
slightly larger than the diameter of a beverage
can to discourage the placement of other waste
into the aluminum can receptacle. This type of
receptacle can be placed in lunchrooms or break
areas of ports and termuels. Similar receptacles
placed near coin-operated soft drink machines,
refreshment bars, and restrooms will easily
accumulate cans.

Ports or terminals that accept presorted
aluminum cans from vessels will need a



them or with a slit to accept only a crushed can
are also available. Do not expect these to be
universally used because boaters and
commercial boat crews are often weary when
they come ashore. Crushers and compactors
can assist staff members to condense a volume
of accumulated vessel waste, however. A short
list of receptacle and compactor vendors may
be found at the end of Chapter 2. Consult your
Yellow Pages and seek the advice of your
recyclable hauler as well.

Valooe Soaootis oo Pick Rp
Because aluminum cans take up a lot of

space, marina staffs will have to empty the
doCkside receptacle into a larger container or
compactor frequently � or management will
have to arrange for frequent pickup by a
recyclable handler. Although most ports and
terminals will accutnulate aluminum cans more
rapidly than some other recyclable materials,
many operators prefer to develop storage in
their recycling program that permits an
economic and less frequent aluminum can
pickup schedule.

receptacle to accommodate a large volume of
cans that may be encased in a plastic bag. Your
process should include a step for someone�
either a vessel or port employee � to empty
the cans from the bag or for the hauler to accept
that responsibility. Be certain to consult the
hauler before designating a person to do this.

If you are accepting commingled waste,
consider a shallow rectangular receptacle in
which tbe cans are visible for later sorting by
your staff or the recycling handler.

Keep the area around this receptacle clean
and apply insect repellent regularly to reduce
the possibilities of ant, cockroach, or bee
infestation. Rinse or hose out receptacles each
time you empty them to avoid the accumulation
of beverage residue. If your hauler requires
that the cans be rinsed out, you will need an
education program to motivate clients and staff
to do so.

Some port operators have placed can
crushers near the receptacles so that the volume
of aluminum cans is continuously condensed.
Receptacles that come with can crushers on

Cootocto for AileiIoa Recyclilg

Aluminum Recycling Association
100016th St. NW, Suite 603
Washington, D.C. 20036
�02! 785-0550

Anheuser-Busch Companies
One Busch Place
St Louis, MO 63118
�14! 577-2000

Alcan Rolled Products Go.
Lake Rd. N
Oswego, NY13126
�15! 349-01 21

Environmental Protection Agency
ONce of Sold Waste
401 M st, SW
Washington, D.G. 20460
 800! 424-9346

The Beer Institute
1225 Eye St. NW, Suite 825
Washington, D.C. 20005
�02! 737-2337

Alcoa Recycilng Co.
100 Glover Piace
Edison, NJ 08818
�01! 225-9550

Can Manufacturers Institute
1625 Massachusetts Ave. ION
Washington, D.C. 20036
�02! 232W77

Alabama Waste Exchange
The University of Alabama
P.O. Box 870203
Tuscaloosa, AL 354874203
�05! 348-8401

The Aluminum Association
90019th St. NW, Suite 300
Washington, D.G. 20006
�02! 862-5100

Center for Marine Conservation  GMC!
1725 DeSalles St NW
Washington, D.C. 20036
�02! 429~9

Container Recovery Corp.
10733 Sunset ONce Dr., Suite 400
Sunset Hills, MO 631 27
�14! 957-9350

fPA Repion 4  includes NS, AL, FL!
U.S. EPA Region 4
345 Courtland St NE
Atlanta, GA 30365
�04! 3474727



EPA Region 6  includes LA, Dg
U.S. EPA Region 6
First Interstate Bank Tower
1445 Ross Ave. Suite 1200
Dallas, TX 75202-2733
�14! 6654444

Institute of Scrap Recyciing
Industries

1627 K St. NW. Suite 700
Washington, D.C. 20008
�02! 46&4050

Keep America Beautiful Inc.
9 W. Broad St.
Stamford, CT 06902
�03! 3234987

MISSTAP/MISSWRAP
 a waste exchange!
 Miss. Technical Assistance Prgrn.!
P.O, Drawer CN
Mississippi State, MS 39762
�01! 325-2171; 325-8485

National Association of Aluminum
Distributors

1900 Arch St.
Philadelphia, PA19103
�15! 584-3484

National Association of Recycling
industries, Inc.

330 Madison Ave.
New York, NY 10017
�1 2! 867-7330

National Association of Solid Waste
Management

1730 Rhode Island Ave. NW,
Suite 1000
Washington, D.C. 20036
�02! 65W61 3

National Recycling Coalition
1101 30th St. NW, Suite 305
Washington, D.C. 20007
�02! 6254406

National Soft Drink Association
Solid Waste Management Dept.
1101 Sixteenth St NW
Washington, D.C. 20036
�02! 4634732

RENEW  a waste exchange!
Texas Natural Resources

Conservation Commission
P.O, Box 13087
Austin, TX 78711-3087
�1 2! 239-31 71

Reynolds Aluminum Recycling Co.
P.O. Box 27003
Richmond, VA 23261
 800! 228-2525

Solid Waste Association of North
America

P.O. Box 7219
Silver Springs, MD 20910
 800! 4564723

Southern Waste Information
Exchange Svc.

P.O. Box 960
Tallahassee, FL 32302
 M0! 441-7949
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RECYCLE ALUMINUM CANS

TO PRESERVE:

~ Resources � Remeiting aluminum scrap to produce new aluminum
products saves about 95 percent of the energy required to convert bauxite
into virgin aluminum. Each ton of remelted scrap replaces four tons of
bauxite.

~ Energy � It takes 7,000 BTUs to make a single new aluminum can
from bauxite, but only about 2450 BTUs to make one from recycied
aluminum.

~ Balance of Payments The US. has been a net exporter of
alununum scrap for over 10 years. More than half of those exports go to
Japan, helping the US. balance of payments.
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Chapter 4
PLASTICS
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The Coast Guard regulations to implement
MPPRCA were a direct result of the visibility
of plastics in the marine environment. No one
along the U.S. Gulf Coast can go through an
entire day without
handling or using
phstic. Because it has
so many uses, plastic
dominates our lives,
and, therefore, is a
dominant item in the

waste stream. The
combined character-

istics of light weight,
fiexibility, durability,
and strength have
made it the material of

choice for all kinds of
manufacturing. Ac-
cording to the Ameri-
can Plastics Council,
U.S. production of
plastics has averaged
an annual growth rate
of 10 percent over the
past 30 years, and the
largest sector of plas-
tics sales in the U.S. is
packaging. It is no
surprise then, that
discarded plastic is in
the sea.

Two other characteristics � it is seldom
biodegradable and it floats � called added
attention to plastic waste. This attention,
coupled with documented physical damage to
marine animals by some plastic products
 monofihunent fishing line, beverage container
ring-carrier devices, and plastic bags! led to
worldwide concern and the signing of Annex
V of the MPiRPOL Treaty. As a result of this
portion of the treaty, plastics must be brought

back to shore instead of being included in other
at-sea waste disposaL

Although the volume of the plastic in
waste and probably in your terminal waste

stream is significant
enough to consider
recycling it, the
chemical character-

istics make it a little
more involved than
recycling some other
pmducts. All plastics
are not the same�

products are trade
from different resins.
To recycle plastic, the
average person must
be able to identify the
resin in a product, and
only the same resin as
that in the product
being manufactured
may be used.

The Plastic Bot-
tle Institute helped
the public in iden-
tifying these resins by
developing a number
code which can easily
be found on the bot-

tom or the label of
each piece. It con-

sists of a number �, 2, or 3...7! inside a triangle
or a modification of the recycling symboL
Because plastic containers can now be sorted
by this Plastic Container Code System, those
plastic items can be recycled efffectivey. As a
result, the market for recycled plastics is
improving. For example, Rubbermaid
Commercial Products Inc. makes office note

pad holders, trays, and trash receptacles from
recycled polystyrene  the plastic in fast food



restaurant packaging!; and Quantum Cheinical
Corp. turns recycled plastic milk jugs into
portable toolboxes.

Most of the plastics found in rnuina waste
stream audits have a number 1 or 2 on the

bottom. One- and-two liter soft drink bottles,
with a number 1 on the bottom, ate made from
the polyethylene terephthalate  PEI' or PELE!
resin. The empty number 2 bottles, made from
High Damty Polyethylene  HDPE!, usually
contain water, milk, juice, and most detergents.
According to the Urban Waste and Management
Research Center at the University of New
Orleans, the most popular plastics, HDPE and
LDPE  codes 2 and 4!, together are the basis of
more than two-thirds of all plastics produced.

Although recycling programs exist for all
seven iesins, programs to recycle PETE and
HDPE are the most common. The recycled
plastic from beverage bottles is used to make
carpet, paint containers, fiberfiD and insulation,
auto parts, and engineering plastics; plastic
from milk jugs is used to make drainage pipes,
toys, drums, traffic cones, plastic lumber, and
combs. F1orida, Louisiana, Mississippi, and
Texas require the use of this code on an plastic
contaiiiers marketed in those states. A copy of
the complete code is at the end of this chapter.

A small market has also been established
for recycling mixed plastics into low-cost
building materials that compete with wood and
concrete in the marketplace. Some have been
recycled into waterfront piers, recreational
furniture such as picnic tables and benches, and
others into storage containers and animal pen
floors. In fact, Dunedin Municipal Marina in
Horida uses this plastic wood product in the
parking lot in lieu of concrete parking curb
stoppers.'He market for recycled mixed plastic
does not exist in all of the Gulf Coast states,
however. Be ~tain that this market is available
before you decide to recycle mixed plastics.

The code is not imprinted on plastic
fishing nets and monofilament lines, plastic
bags and sheeting, beverage container ring-

carrier devices, and plastic eating utensils,
making them difficult to recycle although some
of these are made of one of the pure resins. All
of these are considered major offenders in the
marine environment. A couple of fishing line
companies take back used monofilament line
or have arranged to accept iecycled product at
one of their manufacturers, and some
playground equipment has been enhanced with
used commercial fishing nets. These plastics
are recycled primarily as mixed plastic or in
individualistic programs.

The plastic industry's recycling plan,
Blueprint for Plastics Recycling, emphasizes
recyciing plastic containers in its three goals:
�! to enable a majority of consumers to
participate in plastics recyciing programs, �!
to recycle nearly 18 billion plastic bottles and
containers by 1995, and �! to double the
number of curbside plastics recycling programs
each year and reach 4,000 programs by 1994.



The industry assessed itself $10 million per
corporation to build five plastics recycling
facilities in the U.S., and many of the major
plastics corporations use recycled plastic resins
and set an additional goal to recycle 2S percent
of ail common consumer plastic bottles by
1995. Like the aluminum industry, the plastics
industry has reduced the amount of raw material
used in container manufacture so that the

volume of plastic in the waste stream is also
being reduced at the source.

What Does This Ileaa To
~ orts 5 Mariaas2

Recycling the plastics in your waste
stream wiQ be more labor intensive than

recycling some of the other products, but a
program can be developed and a market exists
to recycle plastic containers. Ships and
towboats entering ports and terminals will most
likely be carrying plastics for disposal onshore.
This waste will sometimes be soried. sometimes
compacted, although no consistent inethod
seems to have been adopted. Because ocean-
going vessels  cruise ships and cargo vessels!
separate Animal, Plant, and Health Inspection
Service  APHIS! waste from non-APHIS
waste, those plastics that can be contan2unated
by food or hving matter from other countries
 APHIS waste! will never be eligible for the
port or terminal waste stream. APHIS waste
disposal is strictly regulated by the Departnient
of Agriculture. Many shipping lines contract
directly with haulers to dispose of non-APHIS
plastic waste, however. This waste might be
enough to combine with port-generated plastic
or a local plastic tecycling prograra.

Since the public is most aware of the
dangers to marin animals from plastic products
like monofilament fishing line, beverage
contsiaer ring-camer devices, and plastic bags
that are not easily recycled, you caa improve
your terminal's public image by encouraging
vessel owners to bring these plastics ashore,
and by absorbing the cost of disposal, even to
the landfill. Two monofilament fishing line

manufacturers, Berkley and Shakespeare, will
accept used line, and all of the major
monofilament inanufacturers endorse the

landside disposal of the line to protect the
marine environment. The shipping costs wiU
probably be comparable or less than landfill
fees since monofilament line weighs very little.
Addresses for disposing of this product are
listed at the end of the chapter.

Recyclable plastics wBI come primarily .
from galley wastes and cleaning products.
Some can be secured from non-APHIS waste
streams entering ports and terminals although
the handling process to sort by resins may be
too labor- and therefore cost-intensive. Marinas

may choose to recycle these products when they
are being recycled in the local community's
program.

If you are considering a recycling program
for plastics, consult your hauler for restrictions
before you devise your program. Because the
plastic in containers is susceptible to change or
contamination by the product it holds, plastic
containers for toxic products like insecticides
or motor oil cannot be recycled. Many
iecycling centers will not accept plastics that
contained products like peanut butter or
cooking oil that are almost impossible to
remove from the plastic.

Just as you have to learn about plastic
resins and the limitations of plastic recycling,
you will have to help your clients understand
aad sort their waste. A plastics recycling
program must have a good education
component.

A well-labeled. carefully oqpmized center
for sorting and depositing plastics by resin
number will be required. But doa't mate it
complicated � establish separate bins for the
major code types  most often 1, 2, and 3! in
your waste stream, a place  like a Berkley
carton! for monofilainent line if you are
recycling it, and then designate a bin "AG Other
Plastics." This group of bins in your plastics
recycling center should be labeled according
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to the Plastic Container

Code System. A simple
poster or bulletin board with
"cau-tions or don'ts" wN

help reduce thc introduction
of contaminated plastics
that could prevent a hauler
from marketing your re-
cyclable plastic. See the
sample at the end of this
chapter.

Most haulers will require that recycled
plastic containers be rinsed out because of the
variety of products which might be M in them.
Posters and a bulletin board can be used to
encourage clients to rinse out containers on
board when possible. A water faucet adjacent
to the plastic rccycling bin s! will make this
process easy for your clients or staff. Dairy
product containers will produce an especially
offensive odor if dairy residue left in them is
exposed to heat from the sun.

Source reduction may provide plastic
waste control. In marinas with a regular
clientele, posters and bulletin boards can be
used to reduce the nmnber of resins coming
through your waste stream. An item in your
newsletter or on the bulletin board can suggest
reusable alternatives hkc large thermos jugs that
will reduce the number of plastic beverage
bottles while reducing the number of offending
beverage container ring-carrier devices.
Reusable cups and plates are also a method of
reducing debris thrown overboard � in reality
it also reduces the debris in the waste stream.
A free EPAbooklet, 7he Consumer 's Handbook
for Reducing Solid Waste, is full of ideas you
can suggest. The EPA's address is listed at the
end of this chapter.

Ports may be able to encourage plastic
source reduction by working with the general
management of their regular shippcdclicnts. A
general management decision among the
terminals might also be implemented. For
example, Keystone Shipping Co. in Seattle
reduced the volume of plastic entering port from

Smp recydhq racaptadaa in an
attracts mareen

their vessels by exchanging paper for plastic
bags and polystyrene hot drink cups. If all of
thc vessels using a particular terminal did the
same, they would significantly reduce the
amount of plastic entering thc port waste
StRSIIL

You can indirectly help your efforts by
purchasing and encouraging your clients to
pun9me products made horn rccycled plastics.
'Ihe American Plastics Council publishes a free
booklet, Shop Reeycled, and a larger free bock,
Recycled Plasric Pnxhcts Sourr:e Book, that
describe thc many products from clothing to
home furnjishing tnade from or contained in
recyclcd plastics. Share these with your clients.
By seeing the end result of their efforts, your
clients will be encouraged to participate in your
recycling program. %headdress for the councI
is found at the end of this chapter.

RecoptIchw
A manageable receptacle for recycling

plastic contahers presmts a challenge. 'Ame
light, bulky items are likely to appear in the
~aste stream in all shapes and sizea Choose a
receptacle that is large enough to hold at least
one day's containers so that the plastic waste
accumulates without requiring frequent
servicing. The receptacle's size should also be
limited by weight, especially if your program
requires that the full receptacle be emptied into
a waste handler's dumpster or truck. The EPA
provides some helpful weight guidelines: one
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cubic yard of PET  PETR! soft drink bottles
weighs 30-40 pounds; one cubic yard of HDPE
dairy jugs weighs 24 pounds. A mixed cubic
yard of PET and HDPE containers weighs 32-
38 pounds.  Some haulers will take PET and
HDPE mixed, and sort them hter.! A cubic yard
of completely mixed plastics, including plastic
bags, weighs about 60 pounds

Plastic containers take up significantly less
space after crushing, but take care that the items
are sorted properly if you are recycling by pure
resins. A compactor might help you reduce
the number of times per month your hauler
picks up plastic. Choose your receptacle to fit
the type and volume of plastics you are
accepting. If you plan to accept commingled
plastics and have your staff or hauler sort them
at regular intervals, choose a shallow,
rectangular receptacle that allows the sorter to
see similar types more efficiently. If you expect
your clients to sort plastics, tall, deep
cylindrical, or rectangular receptacles can be
used. In either case, be certain that each bin is
clearly labeled. Choose covered receptacles
with swinging doors or a rectangular opening.
The cover should be latched to the receptacle
in some nianner. Marinas and terminals already
recycling plastic have found that loose covers
are a nuisance, and clients wiH not put them
back on the can. Some type of cover is
desirable, however, because wide open
receptacles might become unsightly or give off
offensive odors if clients forget to rinse out the
containers before depositing the recyclable
materials. A short list of receptacle and
compactor vendors may be found at the end of
Chapter 2. Consult your YeHow Pages and seek
the advice of your recyclable hauler as welL

Placement of ieceptacies depends upon the
program you have chosen. If you are accepting
commingled recyclable waste or commingled
plastic which requires the minimum of effort
from boat crews and your staff, locate the
receptacle close to the docking area to
encourage vessel operators and passengers to
bring their waste ashore. Be sure it can be
emptied into a truck or dumpster by one person
or by equipment at your disposal unless you
have arranged for your hauler to empty it. If
you are encouraging vessel crews to rinse andi
or sort plastic containers, or if your staff will
have to do so, centraHy group your plastic
recycling receptacles in one area, adjacent to
regular waste disposal. Water should be
available for the sorter to rinse out containers
or wash his hands after sorting. You might want
to select a segmented dumpster or compactor
into which clients can put plastic containers by
resin number. A staff member can crush the

lot periodicaHy.

Volume Demands on Pickup

Depending upon volume and type of
phstics you are recycling, you may have to
empty receptacles into a larger container or
compactor frequently � or arrange for frequent
pickup by a recyclable handler. You may
accumulate one type of plastic much more
quickly than another. Discuss these variables
with your hauler to devise an economic and
efficient pickup schedule. To locate haulers
or markets for recycled plastic, consult the list
at the end of this chapter, your state iecycling
directory or recycling office listed at the end of
Chapter I, and the YeHow Pages.



COtttacts far PlaStiCS RocyClitlg

Alabama Waste Exchange
The University of Alabama
P.O. Box 870203
Tuscaloosa, AL 354870203
�05! 3484401

American Plastics Council
1275 K St. NW, Suite 400
Washington, D.C. 20005
 800! 2-HELP-90

Association of Foam Packaging
Recycle rs

1025 Connecticut Ave. NW, Ste. 515
Washington, D.G. 20036
 800! 944-8448

Ctr. for Marine Conservation  CMC!
Gulf Coast Regional Office
1201 W. 24th St
Austin, TX 78705
�1 2! 4774424

Ctr. for Plastics Recycling Research
Rutgers University
Busch Campus, Bldg. 3529
Piscataway, NJ 08855

Container Recovery Corp.
10733 Sunset Office Dr., Suite 400
Sunset Wills, MO 631 27
�14! 957-9350

Council for Solid Waste Solutions
a/k/a Partnership for Plastics Progress
1275 K St NW, Suite 400
Washington, D.C, 20005
�02! 371-5319;  800! 243-5790

Council on Plastics and Packaging
8 The Environment

1001 Connecticut Ave. NW, Ste. 40i
Washington, D. C. 20036
�02! 331 4099

Environmental Protection Agency
Offce of Solid Waste
401 M St. SW
Washington, D.C. 20460
 800! 424-9346

EPA Region 4  serves MS, AL, FL!
U.S. EPA Region 4
345 Courtland St. NE
Atlanta, GA 30365
�04! 347-2091

EPA Region 6  servesj lA lX!
U.S. EPA Region 6
First Interstate Bank Tower
1445 Ross Ave. Suite 1200
Dallas, TX 70202-2733
�14! 6654M@

Foodservice 8, Packaging Institute
1025 Connecticut Ave. NW Ste. 513
Washington, D.C. 20036
�02! 822W20

Keep America Beautiful
Mill River Plaza
9 West Broad St.
Stamford, CT 06902
�03! 323-8967

MISSTAP/MISSWRAP  a waste
exchange 

 Miss. Techmcal Assistance Prgm.!
P.O. Drawer CN
Mississippi State, MS 39762
�01! 325-2171; 3254485

National Association for PIastic
Container Recovery

4828 Parkway Plaza Blvd.
Chadotte, NC 28217
�04! 357-3250;  800! 7NAPCOR

National Polystyrene Recycling Co.
P.O, Box 66495
Washington, D.G. 20035
�02! 296-1954

National Assoc. of Solid Waste Mgt
1730 Rhode island Ave. NW, Ste. 1000
Washington, D.C. 20036
�02! 6594613

Nationai Recycling Coalition
1101 30th St NW, Suite 305
Washington, D.C, 20007
�02! 625486

Nabonal Solid Waste Institute
10928 N. 56th St
Tampa, FL 33617
 81 3! 985-3206

The Plastic BoNe Information Bureau
1275 K St. NW
Washington, D.C. 20005
�02! 371-5244

Plastic Institute af America
277 Fairfield Rd., Suite 100
Fairfield, NJ 07004-1932
�01! 808-5950

Plastics Recyciing Foundation
1275 K St. NW
Washington, D.C. 2M05
�02! 3714337

Polystyrene Packaging Council Inc.
1025 Connecticut Ave. NW
Washington, D.G. 20036
�02! 8224424

RENEW  a waste exchange!
Texas Natural Resouices

Conservation Commission
P.Q. Box 13087
Austin, TX 78711-3087
�1 2! 239-3171

Society of the Plastics Industiy, Inc,
1275 K St. NW, Suite 400
Washington, D,C. 20X5
�02! 371 5200

Solid Waste Assoc. of North America
P.O. Box 7219
Sliver Springs MD 20910
800 4564723

Southern Waste Information
Exchange Svc.

P. O. Box 960
Tallahassee, FL 32302
 800! 441-7949

Textile Fibers 8 By-Products Assoc.
4108 Park Rd. Suite 202
P.O. Box 11065
Charlotte, NC 28220
�04! 5274593

Vinyl Environmental Resource Center
1 Cascade Plaza
Akron, OH 44308
 800! 969-VINYL

To send used monofllament
fishing line:
Berkley Outdoor Technologies Group
One Bentley Dr,
Spirit Lake, IA 51360

Saluda River Textiles Recycling
1 Main St
Piedmont SC 29673





PUT PLASTICS

IN PROPER BINS

Code 1: So Code 2: Milk
s, Detergent

Bottles, Base

Cps on
Soft Drink

Bottles

All Other Plastics: Bottles, Bags, Lids, Fast Food Cups 4
Containers with Codes 3,4,5,6,7.



RINSE
pLASTIC CONTAINERS WITH WATER

BEFORE RECYCLING





some of the chemicals in the glass. Production
of glass products in all three colors � green,
brown, and clear � is not universaL In general,
brown glass is used to produce some beer and
wine bottles; green glass to produce some soda,
wine and liquor bottles; and clear glass to
produce most food containers. All cuHet must
be free of food residue and metal or rubber rings
and caps. Labels may be left on the containers.

The glass industry has begun to seek
secondary markets for mixed cullet or glass that
cannot be reused in container production. Some
mixed cullet has now been introduced for storm

drainage and to replace gravel and crushed
stone in roadbase construction. The asphalt
industry sometimes uses a product called
glasphalt to replace sand in making asphalt.
Mixed cullet has also been used to produce
fiberghiss insulation, reflective beads, and paint.
It works as an abrasive in sand-blasting.

IIhat Doal Tbil Mean Te
Porte & IlariIIa 7

A decision to recycle the glass in your
waste stream depends upon the quantity and
type of glass found in your audit, the proximity
of glass recycling in your community or aiea,
and the other types of recycling in your
program. Neither the quantity of glass in vessel
waste streams nor the madaet for cullet are large
enough for glass to be the only element in a
dockside recycling program.

Although the waste streams in most ports
and tertninals will probably have a substantial
quantity of glass in them, only part of this waste
can be recycled. Because ocean-going vessels
&om foreign ports mustseparate Animal, Plant,
and Health Inspection Service  APHIS! waste
from non-APHIS waste, glass containers
contaminated by food or living matter from
other countries will not enter the port or
terminal waste stream unless they are first
"steamed" in a commercial autoclave. APHIS

waste disposal is strictly regulated by the
Department of Agriculture.

Some shipping lines contract directly with
haulers to dispose of non-APHIS glass
container waste, however. Combined glass
container waste from all terminals in a port
might yield enough to warrant a port glass
recycling program. Alternately, the positive
public relations resulting from adding the port's
glass waste to a community glass recycling
program is excellent insurance toward
continued local goodwill and government
cooperation.

Marinas wiH have little glass waste in the
waste stream because most recreational boaters
avoid using glass onboard. However, if you
are encouraging boaters and sportfishermen to
recycle aluminum cans and/or plastic
containers, you will increase clipt participation
in those prognms by including glass. It is easier
and habit-forming to sort all recyclable
containers into one receptacle onboard, and
non-recyclable materials into another. Within
the marina, you will then have the option of
ashng the clients to sort these into separate bins
or pitch it all together for your staff to sort later.



Glass adds markedly to the weight or
volume of mataMscamed to the landfilL Thus,
recycling glass containers wiQ contribute to the
reduction of the materials � and therefore cost

� in landfill disposal.

RIceytaclII

A manageable receptacle for recycling
glass containers presents a challenge. Although
the daily quantity of glass containers might be
small, these vary in weight, size, and shape.
Choose a receptacle that is large enough to hold
about a week's accumulation of glass waste
without requiring frequent servicing. The
receptacle's size should also be limited by
weight, especially if your program requires that
the full receptacle be emptied into a waste
handler's receptacle. The Glass Packaging
Institute provides some helpful weight
guidelines: one full grocery bag of whole ghss
containen> weighs approximately 16 pounds. A
55-gallon drum of whole glass bottles weighs
about 100 pounds.

Glass containers take up significantly less
space after crushing. A compactor might help
you reduce the number of times per month your
hauler picks up recycled glass. Note that the
weight of a receptacle of crushed glass will be
significantly higher than the weight of that same
receptacle filled with crushed aluminum or
plastic. Do not try to fill the same size
receptacle with crmhed glass unless you or your
hauler are equipped with mechanical means to
empty it.

Choose your receptacle to fit the
type and volume of ghss you
are accepting. If you plan
to accept commingled
glass and have your staff
or hauler sort them at regular
intervals, choose one
shallow, rectangular ~
tacle that allows the sorter to

see similar types efficiently.
expect your clients to sort out gl
and jars, three tall, cylindrical or square

receptacles can be used. Since glass must also
be sorted by color, be certain that each bin is
clearly labeled: clear, green, or brown glass
only.

A latched cover is preferred on glass
recycling receptacles. The cover should have
a swinging door or a rectangular opening for
ease of deposit. Marinas and terminals already
recycling glass have found that uncovered
receptacles become unsightly or give off
offensive odors when clients forget to rinse out
the containers before depositing the recyclable
materials. Loose covers are a nuisance, and
clients will not replace them. A short list of
receptacle and compactor vendors may be
found at the end of Chapter 2, Consult your
Yellow Pages and seek the advice of your
recyclable hauler for vendors and products
available in your area.

Placement of receptacles depends upon the
program you have chosen. If you are accepting
commingled recychble wasle or commingled
glass which requires the minimum of effort
from boat crews and your staff, locate the
receptacle close to the docking area to
encourage vessel operators and passengers to
bring their waste ashore. Be sure it can be
emptied into a truck or dumpster by one person
or by equipment available to you or your hauler,
If your are encouraging vessel crews to rinse
and/or sort glass containers, or requiring that
your staff do it, centrally group your glass
recycling receptacles in an area close to other
recycling bins, or instaH a segmented dumpster

Uea carta to haul receptacles arond tha marina.
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or compactor into which clients can sort glass
by color. Place these adjacent to regular waste
disposal to accommodate the rubber, plastic,
or aluminum lids and rings on these products.

Water should be available to rinse out

containers or wash hands after sorting. Be sure
that the receptacles or segments of a receptacle
are carefully labeled for green, brown, or clear
glass. For safety reasons, do not encourage
your clients to crush glass. Assign crushing or
compactor duty to a specific employee,
equipped with gloves and safety lenses on his
eyes. The nmMng process should be planned
for a period when clients do not normaQy use
the recycling center.

Remind clients or crew members of the
types of glass which can be recycled and the
importance of separating recyclable glass from
other glass products. Industry sources like the
Glass Packaging Institute produce free
brochures and posters about the glass eecycling
process, pictures of damage to glass contauiers
produced by putting non-recyclable glass into
the cullet, and posters about the types of
containers that are made of recyclable glass.
Addresses are listed at the end of the chapter.

Iollm OeeaIla lafretlulet Pickup

Because marinas wiH have a small volume
of glass in the waste stream, a contract with a
handler or hauler for this product will schedule

influent pickups. You might arrange for glass
pickup once for every three times other tecycled
products are picked up. Your hauler can provide
advice on an economic and efficient pickup
schedule. If you store recycled glass until a
substantial amount has accumulated, your
hauling fee wiH be more reasonable.

Since the volume of glass accumulating
on ships and on towboats that remain offshore
for several days can be substantial, ports or
terminals can offer glass recycling more
profitably. Together, a large volume of product
can be regularly accumulated and marketed,
reducing the waste stream to the land611 for all
clients. If a separate program is not desirable,
ports or tefn2llnals fhefem can, like IKNrmas, Join
a municipal or community glass recycling
program.

Combining your program with a munic-
ipal or community glass recycling program has
two advantages: �! storage will not be as
nece:Mary because your recycled glass will be
combined with many others' during a regular
pickup cycle, and �! client participation will
be high and easy to encourage because many
wiH already be familiar with glass recycling
within the community. If possible, take
advantage of this situation by selecting
receptacles that fit into the community's
program and adapting to the existing pickup
schedule.



Alabama Waste Exchange
The University of Alabama
PO. Box 870203
Tuscaloosa, AL 35487-0203
�05! 348-8401

Anheuser-Busch Companies
One Susch Place
St. Louis, MO 63118
�14! 577-2000

The Seer Institute
1225 Eye St. NW, Suite 825
Washington, D.C. 20005
�02! 737-2337

Center for Marine Conservation
 CMC!

Gulf Coast Regional ONce
1201 W, 24th St.
Austin, TX 78705
�12! 477-6424

Container Recovery Corp.
10733 Sunset ONce Dr., Ste. 400
Sunset Hills, MO 63127
�14! 95/-9350

Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Solid Waste
401 M SL SW
Washington, D.C. 20460
 800! 424-9346

EPA Region 4
 inciudes MS, A4 FL!
U,S. EPA Region 4
345 Courtland St. NE
Atlanta, GA 30365
�04! 3474727

Coltocts fot' 6loss ROC'Icllog

EPA Repion 5'  inciudes LA, 7Xj
U.S. EPA Region 6
First Intersiate Bank Tower
1445 Ross Ave. Suite 1200
Dallas. TX 75202-2733
�14! 665-6444

Glass Packaging Institute
Southern Office
4825 S. Peoria, Suite 4
Tuisa, OK 74105
 91 8! 742-8343

Keep America Beautiful Inc.
9 W. Broad St,
Stamford, CT 06902
�03! 323-8987

Mid America Glass Recyciing
Program  LA, TX!

824 N. Mission
Sapulpa, OK 74066
 918! 227-3889

MISSTAPJMISSWRAP
 a waste exchange!
Miss. Technical Assistance Prgm.!
.0. Drawer CN

Mississippi State, MS 39762
�01! 325-2171; 3254485

National Association of Recycllng
industries, Inc.

330 Madison Ave.
New York, NY10017
�12! 867-7330

National Assoc. of Solid Waste Mgmt.
1730 Rhode island Ave. NW, Ste. 1000
Washington, D.C. 20036
�02! 65M61 3

National Recyciing Coalition
1101 30th St NW, Suite 305
Washington, O.C. 20007
�02! 625-6406

National Soft Drink Association
Solid Waste Management Dept.
1101 Sixteenth St NW
Washington, D,C. 20036
�02! 463-6732

RENEW  a waste exchange!
Texas Natural Resources

Conservation Commission
P.Q. Box 13087
Austin, TX 78711-3087
�12! 239-3171

Solid Waste Association of North
America

P.O. Box 7219
SiWer Springs, MD 20910
 800! 45IH723

Southeast Glass Recycling Program
 AL, FI�GA, MS!

P.O. Box 5951
Clearwater, FL 3461 8
 813! 7RH917

Southern Waste Information
Exchange Svc.

P.O. Box 960
Tallahassee, FL 32302

 800! 441-7949
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Chapter 8
NPER

Paper makes up about 40 percent of most
municipal waste streams, and is found in soxae
form in most vessel waste streams. However,
only a portion of that paper is xecyclable. In
fact, two-thirds of the paper and paper products
manufactured ia the

U.S. are made froxa
wood pulp  trees!, and
only one-third is made
froxa recycled paper.
But paper has been
recycled in the U.S. at
least since World War II,
and the paper industry
plans to continue to
improve the rate of
recovery.

Paper in the waste
stream can be in the

form of office paper,
newspaper, tissues and
galley papers, packing
papers, and/or card-
board. All but the galley
papers can theoretically
be recycled, but they
must be separated.
Usually, a paper mill
mixes aew wood pulp
with recycled slurry  a
ground up mush of
recycled paper that
looks like oatmeal! in a proportion to ensuxe
product quality. Because xecycling reduces the
fiber strength or brightness, only a limited
number of paper products that can be made
from recycled paper.

The paper industry classifies recycled
waste paper into 50 different grades of
secondary fiber to determine the aew paper
products that can be manufactured from it. For
example, waste newspaper can be used to make

new news pages, but recycled computer paper
cannot be used to make new computer paper
because these secondaxy fibers do not have the
required characteristics of strength aad
brightness. Instead, xecycled computer paper

may be used to xaake
tissue products or paper
towels. Corrugated
boxes may be used to
make new boxes, but
office papers will sel-
dom be used to make

aew office paper. Fiber
from a mixture of waste
papers will seldom be
used to make any new
paper. Iastead, it caa be
used in making roofing
shingles, tar paper, or the
facing on gypsuxn board.
The paperxnaking pro-
cess changes the original
strength and brightness
of the wood fiber, thus
limiting the products
that can be made from

secondary 6bers.

The secondary fiber
industry seeks xecycled
waste paper that is �!
usable and �! econoxni-
cally recoverable. Usa-

ble waste paper must meet the quality and
quantity standards that have been defined for
the new pulp in a particular type of paper. For
example, the weak aad brittle fiber ia wet or
sua-exposed newsprint is not considered usable
because it would produce news pages that break
during the printing process.

Economic recoverability depends upon
weight, distance, aud transportation mode.
Paper is heavy but a paper mill will spend the



money to transport usable fiber when the
volume or weight, the distance to the mill, and
the mode of transportation together fit the
budget. For this ieason, many successful paper
recycling programs have a market aearby.

Recyclable waste paper is classified as
low-grade and high-grade. Low grade paper
� newspaper, corrugated boxes, aad mixed
waste paper � is marketed to manufactuiers
of boxboard  cexed boxes! or corrugated boxes.
High-grade waste paper caa be madDI~ in two
ways: as pulp-substitute grade and deiakiag
grade. Pulp-substitute grade is used instead of
new wood pulp in making white products such
as envelopes. Paper that has been printed or
dyed has to be deinked or bleached, processes
that produce a duller aad sometimes weaker
product. This deiaking grade pulp is marketed
to tissue products and writing paper
manufacturers.

What Ooea 1hh Ncaa b Porte L Marhad

The presence of paper in almost every
dockside waste stream would appear to make
possible a paper recycling program, but few
ports or marinas have one. The vast majority

of paper in a marina waste stream is galley
waste, which cannot be recycled. But office
paper and cardboard dunnage, usually fouad
in significant portions in the port, are
recyclable.

Some of the Gulf Coast ports already have
an office paper recycling program. These
entities may expand their ofBce program to
include a separate collection of corrugated
paper to reduce the volume of dunnage
accumulating for laadfill disposaL 'Ihe same
hauler might be able to handle both types. A
port could also combine the corrugated boxes
with the high-grade papers &orn of6ce activities
into a mixed batch for low-grade recycling.

The decision to recycle waste paper of any
type depends upon the secondary 6ber market
aad/or alieady established paper recycling
programs in the area. Most iecycled paper is
not transported long distances because of the
cost.  Along the Gulf Coast, there are paper
mills in Louisiana, Alabama, aad adjacent
Georgia.! The key to a program is the
availability of a hauler. Try first to contract
with a private paper recycler who is aheady
accepting paper from schools, industries, or
muaicipal waste collection programs. Since the
paper industry also actively encourages
recycliag, a hauler may also be identified
through a local paper mill or one of the paper
associatioas listed at the end of this chapter.

Race attache
Recycled waste paper must be kept in

good condition for marketing � clean, dry and
away from sunlight � and it must be sorted by
type. Although receptacles will differ according
to the type or vohuae of paper in your iecycliag
prograra, the need for a cover is universal.

Of6ce papers can most easily be collected
in rectangular bins or baskets adjacent to desks
or computers in port or marina offices. All
white papa such as index cards, tabulating
cards, computer printout paper, typing, writing,
and photocopy paper can be recycled. When
these are collected by the regular maintenance



crew during office cleaning, they must be
bundled together neatly for transport Be ciueful
that no dyed or colored paper and envelopes,
blueprint paper, newspapers or magazines,
sensitized paper  from a fax, or from carbon!,
file folders, film and photos, tape, glue and
adhesives, binders, metal fasteners, or gaHey
wastes are mixed with these. In ports or
tertnitiais where the recycling program mixes
this high-grade tecyciable paper with low-grade
paper or corrugated dunnage, the maintenance
crew can add the office paper to covered
dumpsters or bins containing the other
tecyclable paper products.

Because paper is heavy, the size of these
receptacles will be limited by how they are
handled in your program. Large dumpsters are
appropriate when the paper will be picked up
mechanically. According to the EPA, one cubic
yard of newsprint weighs 360-800 pounds; and
if it is compacted, 720-1,000 pounds. A 12-
foot high stack of newspaper weighs 35 pounds.
Loose corrugated cardboard is also heavy. One
cubic yard of loose corrugated boxes weighs
about 300 pounds; that same cubic yard baled
weighs 1,000 to 1@00 pounds.

A large dumpster wil1 best accommodate
large volumes of corrugated cardboard boxes
until they can be flattened for transport. A roof
or attached lid will protect the boxes from rain,
sun, and spillage. When these are flattened and
bundled, remove plastic packaging, metal
objects, and plastic packing slip jackets to make
the product more valuable.

A marina can conveniently
recycle newspapers when the local
waste recycling program includes this
product. These can be kept dry and
away from sunlight in a covered
dumpster or a large, covered rec-
tangular bin. Be sure the receptacle is
labeled. Do not gather old newspapers
in plastic bags because the weight of
the papers can break the bundle.
Broke handling recycled newspapers
cannot accept telephone books,

paperback books, junk mail and magazines or
any type of glossy or coated paper. Be careful
that recycled news-papers are not contaminated
with them. Some of the larger waste haulers
can provide newspaper recycling dumpsters
that are already labeled and ready to use.

Ihaatt*on Picllty

In some ports or terminals, recycling
corrugated boxes will reduce the size of the
waste stream destined for the landfill because
the volume of box-type dunnage accumulating
in ports is significant. Acomparatively &equent
pickup schedule should be developed.

Since inost of the paper recycling
programs in ports or mariml will be developed
because of an existing community or local
paper recycling program, the pickup schedule
can be coordinated with this group. Although
your port or maima may not accumulate enough
paper to provide an economical load for an
independent paper recycling program, you
could add volume to a municipal or civic
group's program or help then to develop one.
The public relations value of participating in
such a program, especially with a school or
other civic group, can be worth the effort.
Marinas in residential areas inay also secure
positive public images by encouraging paper
recycling among the live-aboard population. In
this instaem, the inunicipal paper recycling and
waste collection service may agree to include
the marina on their collection route.
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Alabama Waste Exchange
The University of Alabama
P.O. Box 870203
Tuscaioosa, AL 35487-0203
�05! 348-8401

American Forest Council
1250 Connecticut Ave. NN, Ste. 320
Washington, D.C. 20036
�02! 463-2455

American Forest & Paper Assoc.
1111 19th St NW, Suite 700
Washington, D.G. 20036
 800! 878-8878

American Newspaper Publishers
Assoc.

The Newspaper Center
P.Q. Box 17407
Washington, D,C. 20041
�03! 648-1 000

American Paper Institute
260 Madison Ave.
New York, NY10016
�12! 34MMO;  800! 8784878

American Pulpwood Assoclathn inc.
1025 Vermont Ave. NW, Ste. 1020
Washington, D.C. 20005
�02! 347-2900

Ctr. for Marine Conservation  CMC!
Gulf Coast Regional Nfice
1201 W. 24th St.
Austin, TX 78705
�12! 4774424

Container Recovery Corp.
10733 Sunset Qffice Dr., Suite 400
Sunset Hills, MO 63127
�14! 9574350

Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Solid Waste
401 M St. SW
Washington, D.C. 20460
 800! 424-9346

EPA Region 4  inciudes MS, 4L, FLJ
U.S. EPA Region 4
345 Courtland St NE
Atlanta, GA M365
�04! 3474727

Coatacte far taper IeeycQag

EPA Region 6  indudes lA, 7XI
U,S. EPA Region 6
FIrst Interstate Bank Tower
1445 Ross Ave. Suite 1200
Dallas, TX 75202-2733
�14! 6654444

Fibre Box Association
10 Gould Center 412
Rolling Meadows, IL 60008
�12! 364-9600

Institute of Scrap Recycling
Industries Inc.

1325 G St. NW, Suite 1000
Washington, D.G. 20005
�02! 46&4050

Keep America Beautiful Inc.
9 W. Broad St.
Stamford, CT 06902
�03! 323-8987

MISSTAP/MISSWRAP  a waste
exchange!

 Miss. Technical Assistance Program!
P.Q. Drawer CN
Mississippi State, MS 39762
�01! 325-2171; 325-8485

Midwest Paper Assocladon
2510 Dempster, Suite 109
Des Plalnes, IL 60016
�12! 296-77M

National Associafion of Recyciing
Industries, inc.

330 Medial Ave.
New York, NY10017
�12! 867-7330

National Association. of Solid Waste
Management.

1730 Rhode island Ave. NW, Ste. 1000
Washington, D.C. 20036
�02! 65~1 3

National Business Forms Assoc.
433 E. Monroe Ave.
Alexandria, VA 22301
�03! 8364225

National Paper Trade Association
111 Great Neck Rd.
Great Neck, NY 11021
�1 6! 829-3070

National Recycling Coalition
1101 30th St NW, Suite 305
Washington, D.C. 20007
�02! 625-6406

New York Association af Dealers
In Paper Mills Supplies Inc.

35 W. 45th St.
New York, NY 10036
�12! 966-9710

The Paper Bag Institute Inc.
505 White Plains Rd.
Tariytown. NY 10594
 914! 6314696

Paperboard Packaging Council
1101 Vermont Ave. NY, Suite 411
Washington, D.C. 20005
�02! 2894100

RENEW  a waste exchange!
Texas Natural Resources

Conservation Commission
P,Q. Box 13087
Austin, TX 76711-3087
�12! 463-3171

Solid Waste Association of North
America

P,Q. Box 7219
Silver Springs, MD 20910
 800! 45M723

Southern Forest Products Assoc.
2900 indiana Ave.
Kenner, LA 70065
�04! 443M64

Southern Waste Information
Exchange Svc.

P. o. Box 960
Tallahassee, FL 32302
 800! 441-7949

Technical Association of the Pulp
& Paper Industry

15 Technology Parkway S.
Norcess, GA 30092

 800! 332-8686



RECYCLE PAPER CA$K%TLLV

GuideHnes above apply to marines, ports, and terminals bandhng vessel and internal clarice waste pchnar9y to protect tbe
aquatic environment. It suggests recyciing tbe types of recirciable paper that are most connnon in those facKities. A xecyciing

program for other faciHtkes may include additional products.
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Everyone is aware of Americans'
dependence upon the non-renewable resource.
oil, for fuel and as a raw material ia manu-
facturing processes. Much of it lubricates the
engines essential to our way of life, yet only
about 14 percent of the product handled by the
public is recycled, according to the American
Petroleum Institute

 API!. The American
public has kaowa,
siace at least 1981, that
spilled or leaking oil
can harm the environ-

ment, but the traditions
of dumping used
engine oil still prevail.
Used oil continues to

be dumped overboard,
into a sewer, or poured
on the ground to kill
weeds or control dust,
especially in the
residential, recreational
boating, and commer-
cial fishing sectors
where chaaging engine
oil is often a do-it-
yourself project.

Although public
shock over the marine

damage after the 1989
Ezra Vakkz incident
resulted in strict oil

spill preveation and
cleanup legislation aad
a genuine pubhc concern about pollution from
oil spills, far less concern is duected at the small
quantities of oil entering the marine
environment from vessels, runoff, and ground
water. Treatment plants can be disrupted,
groundwater can be contaminated, and marine
life can be harmed. An oil sheen on the water' s
surface prevents dissolved oxygen replen-

ishment in the water, impairs photosynthesis,
and blocks sunlight. Oil is toxic to some aquatic
life.

Dumping is not the only way that engine
oil enters the marine environment, Oil

sometimes gets into the bilge  deliberately or
accidentally! and
eaters a river, lake, or
coastal waters when

the bilge is dis-
charged. The opera-
tors of small pleasure
boats powered by two-
cycle outboard en-
gines may spill a little
oil when adding it to
fuel. Each year, about
15 million gallons of
oil are discharged into
coastal waters after

passing through sew-
age treatment plants
� twice as much as is
discharged from
marine accidents.

Recychng can help
reduce this pollution
while extending the
benefits of this non-

renewable resource.
Used oil can be re-
re6ned by using only
one third of the energy
needed to refiae crude

oil to lubricant quality.
It can also be reprocessed and burned as fuel.
One gallon of used oil burned as fuel results in
140,000 BTUs of energy. In fact, if we recycled
all the used oil currently being discharged
improperly, we could reprocess it to produce
enough energy to power 360,000 homes
annually, or re-refine it and manufacture 96
million quarts of high quality motor oil.



The Coast Guard enforces a law

forbidding the discharge of any oil from a vessel
or from the vessel's bilge. Violation is
punishable by fines of up to $20,000. Many
states have similar laws. Because of these laws,
deliberately dumping used oil in lakes, rivers,
and along the coast has diminished
considerably. Other environmental laws now
forbid pouring used oil down sewers, on
roadways to reduce dust, and along fences aad
buildings to kill weeds. Enforcement of all of
these laws has reduced deliberate dumping into
the enviromaent and iacremA the need for a

safe way to dispose of used oil. A used oil
iecycling program is one way to meet this need.

Hundreds of companies throughout the
U.S. collect used oil for reprocessing. These
local businesses collect oil from quick-lube aad
automobile service stations, community
recyding centers and inariiias to sell the product
to a ieprocessor. Some reprocessors collect
their own used oil. About 80 percent of all used
oil is blended with virgin petroleum stock to
make industrial heating fuel that can be sold
cheaply.

Used oil can also be re-refiniA to make

engine lubricants. This process, restoring the
oil to its former state, can be profitable.
Because only 10 fiaas ia the U.S. re-refine
waste oil today, far less used oil goes to this
industry. Most of the used oil for re-refining is
secant in the immediate vicinity of the re6nery
since the expense of tmasporting used oil long
distances can elimitiate profits after re-refiniag.

Recycled waste oil haulers take risks of
oil spills aad contaminated oil. Liability for
spill damage to the environment is large, and
contamination of this oil from other engine
fluids aad solvents caa make it unusable for
reprocessing or re-re6ning. The prese+a of
contaminants can change the classification of
the used oil to hazardous waste, making it
subject to stringent and expensive handling aad
disposal regulations. A profitable veatiae can
be changed into an expensive nightmare with
oaly a small amount of contaminant.

Despite the risks, API actively encourages
oil recycling to extend the Hfe of this non-
renewable resource. Both the API and the EPA

have published booklets on establishing an oil
recycling program in any community. Four of
the 6ve Gulf Coast states have a government
office to assist ia implementing this type of
recycling program, aad, in several states, local
communities have already established
programs. 'Ihe Coast Guard has published a
book on managing oily waste in the inariae
environment. Sources for securing these
publications and contacting these offices axe
listed at the end of this chapter.

~ Oooo Tile Moeo
To Porte 5 Modaoet

Although large quantities of used oil will
aot appear in all waste stream audits, engine
oil is being changed on all vessels. Don' t
depend upon the waste stream audit to
determine the volume of used oil that might
pass through your dockside facility.

Because ships and larger pleasure boats,
commercial fishing boats, and towboats o~
most ef6ciently with fiequeat oil chaages, ports
and terminals do accumulate some used oil.

Some commercial fleets with maintenance
schedules that concentrate engine maintenance
in one terminal or port may aheady participate
in a used oil recycling program. Many Gulf
Coast commercial fish processors dispose of
used engine oil from commercial fishing boats
as a courtesy to the fishermen supplying their
bu.sinesses.

The oil from power, sportfishing, and
sailboat engines, geaerally changed annually,
is most noticeable ia marina waste streams at
the begiaaing and end of the recreational
semm. A recreational user tends to regard the
"small" quantity of oil that is drained from his
or her eagine annually as negligible  usually a
couple of quarts!, and many claim that disposal
is unimportant. Cumulatively this oil can do
serious dainage to the iaariae environment.
Since these people live in communities
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supporting or enforcing "proper" disposal of
motor oil from automobiles, a large proportion
of them may be receptive to recycling in the

Used oil in the waste stream, whether it is
recycled or disposed of at a landfill, presents
some challenges because this technically
biodegradable substance can harm people and
the environment if it is improperly handled or
dumped. Most ports and marinas are alteady
complying with some petroleum-related
regulations. Before you establish a used oil
recycling program, you will have to learn about
the circumstances under which used oil is

harmful, the laws in your state or cominunity
governing used oil disposal, and be certain of
the availability of a used oil waste hauler whose
equipment and procedures comply with these
laws.

~ crt Recyclea Uald ElyiIa Oll
OirNctly ONIeaaeh

Used engine oil is recycled from ls the

vessels in the Port of Pensacola by a
commercial contractor, Pensacola Pollution

ControL "It worksweQ for us, "said Jim Avery,

assistant port director. ~ contractor has

secured all of the proper permits, and the port

sunply designates this company as a port agent.
Hauling is conducted by rerIuest. Through this
process, the Port of Pensacola does not have

to store used engine oil or filters at aK

Because the contractor is designated by
the port, the ship's master or chief engineer can
contact directly for service, or they can secure

service through their own ship's agent. On
occasion, when a chief engineer or ship' s

master asks the port for service, Avery simply
putsin a call and Pensacola Pollution Conceal
complies.

Oil Naldlill ReepoIelbility

Whether oil is dumped or spilled, it can
be toxic to animals and humans. Even a simple
oil sheen on the water's surface can prevent
the replenishment of oxygen in the water,
impair photosynthesis among aquatic plants,
and essentially block sunlight. According to
API, one gaBon of used oil can ruin a million
gallons of fresh water � a year's supply for 50
people. One cup of oil can produce an oil sheen
over an acre of calm water.

Persons handling the product � boat
crews, vendors, marina attendants, truck drivers
� ate responsible for taking every precaution
to prevent this harm to people and the
environment. Whether you have a recycling
program or not, spills can occur in port waters,
on the marina dock, on the terminal grounds
� and you have some responsibility for
cleaning it up. Education can help you with
this process. All dockside facilities can reduce
the oil that enters the water through the bilge
by promoting the use of absorbents and filters
designed to take oil out of bilge water.

Because of the legislation resulting &om
the Exxon Valdez oil spill in 1989, inost
commercial vessels, ports, and terminals
already have developed an oil spill cleanup plan
in compliance with U.S. Coast Guard
regulations. Marinas handling fuel have also
developed a cleanup plan to keep damage from
fuel spills at a minimum. Your used oil
recycling program must include a BMP tbest
management practices! description of oil spill
cleanup procedures in your marina or port.
And, because the equipment you use to do this
may become contatninated with pefxoleum, this
BMP must include a plan for the proper disposal
of the cleanup materials.

EgliyaIIt

Storage is an essential element in this
@cycling program. 'Ihe type of neeptacle used
to hold the used oil must be designed so that
the crewman, engineer, or boat operator can
pour his used oil into it without spilling, and
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Marinas are faced with a challenge to

promote used engine oil recycling among do-
it-yourself boat operators. At Elliott Bay
Marina in Seattle, a program of prevention is
working. When a new customer enters the

marina, he or she is given altee oil absorption

pad for the bilge, as well as lessons on how to
use it and how to change engine oil without

spilling it. Zhe manna regularly picks up the

used oil from vesseLr and dumps it into a
storage tank for recycling. Education and

service prevents used engine oil spills while
enCOllraguig BCCyCh/Kg.

Elliott Bay s general manager, Marty
Harder, won the National Marine Manu-

facturers Association Facilities Comminee
Marina Environmental Responsibility Award

in 1994 because aN of thismarina's programs
are designed to be envirrrnrrurntalfy friendly

and easy for clients to comply with best
management practices.

tThia vignatta ia baaad an an articia in Dock Lirraa.
Inta~ Marina I~, 6!E!!:1, Oct. 1994.!

the hauler can easily remove it. TMs tank or
drum must have a capacity to accumulate and
hold free from contamination the volume of oil
agreed upon between you and your hauler, and
it must be vented to comply with local fire code
regulations. It should have a wide opening or
a wide-mouthed funnel fastened to a small
opening. 'Ihe opening or the funnel should have
an attached lid so that the contamiriants &om
the environment don't enter the tank 'Ha best

tanks have designs that have been approved by
Underwriter Laboratories, but small oil
recycling programs, especially in small
marinas, may use sturdy 55-gallon drums.
Large rectangular and cyhndrical Gterglass and
steel tanks as well as steel drums are available

for this type of recycling. Because many of
these hold hundreds of gallons, the opening may
be high above ground leveL Many ports or
terminals with oil recycling facilities have
installed stairs to provide comfortable access.
Stairs should be wide and sturdy so that a person
can carry a large bucket or jug to the opening
and pour into the receptacle without falling,
losing his balance, or spilling oiL They should
be high enough so that the average person pours
from a waist high position rather than pouring
at shoulder height. Stairs that terminate too
soon will position fhe geurer awkwardly. Steep
stairs will throw the person off balance and
make carpeting difficult.

Many marinas with existing used oil
recycling programs share a common problem
in used oil recycling. Boaters or crewmen,
uncomfortable with dumping the oil into alarge
tank because of poor accessibility. oil-
contamination an the outside of the tank, or just
plain laziness, leave 2-, 5- or 10-gallon jugs on
the ground next to the tank. Leakage is
possible. 'IMs unsightly and unsafe situation
can be avoided by taking the steps mentioned
above to ensure the good quality of your
receptacle, and by considering a program that
leaves all the dumping to a member of your
staff. Consider this problem as you design your
pro grain.

Recycled oil is often accompanied by used
engine oil filters. A rectangular or cylindrical
drum next to the used oil tank is the most

convenient location for the crewman or boat
operator to dispose of these at the same time.
Many termiiaals and marinas along the Gulf
Coast use 55-gallon drums for this purpose.
Filters are sometimes crushed on site to squeeze
out the oil. 'Hey can also be punctured and
tipped on end to drain, a 24-hour process.
Although many marinas currently dispose of
the Blters at a land611, they can be recycled.
The size and type of receptacle will depend
upon how you choose to handle this element
of your program.



Several different oil filter crushers are

available for on site programs. Consider the
spill possibilities when selecting this
equipment. Restrict draining or crushing these
filters and subsequent used oil dumping to one
of your properly trained staff members. For
more information on receptacle and crusher
vendors in your vicinity, consult the short list
of vendors at the end of Chapter 2, the
petroleum associations and contacts listed at the
end of this chapter, and the Yellow Pages.

No matter how well designed your
receptacle, spills will occur. The site of the
reception receptacle should be designed to
contain or isolate these. The tank should sit on
an impenetrable � perhaps concrete � surface
with a curb or lip around it to contain oil from
spills and splash backs during disposal.
Absorbent materials like sand, cedar chips, or
cat litter can be placed around the receptacle.
Absorbent pads are also available to clean up
spills. Some programs try to reduce spillage
by restricting the tank to an attendant who pours
the oil into the receptacle for the client or
crewman.

The receptacle's location is as important
as the receptacle's amenities. Isolation must

be balanced by convenience and accessibihty
for those disposing of the oil and those
collecting it. If your terminal or marina has a
shop area, locate the used oil recycling
receptacle adjacent to it Avoid locating these
tanks at the shoreline or on a dock. Some small

marinas place the used oil coHection receptacle
on shore near the fuel dock which is aheady
equipped with spill cleanup materials. A few
have placed 55-gallon drums right on a dock
This procedure, a convenient way to group all
potential for petroleum spills in one place,
might result in disaster. Isolation is impossible
at the floating fuel docks, popular at inland
marinas. Because the shore area of almost all
marinas drains directly into the water, a close-
to-shore reception facility is an invitation for a
spill to get away before cleanup can be initiated.

Spillage must also be considered in small
marinas where an attendant is not practical. Ask
your used oil hauler and/or your landfill hauler
to help you plan for spills because of the
restrictions for disposal of the cleanup
materials.

Qiente may leete used engine oil far maine to recycie.



Isolation for safety from spills must be
balanced by convenience for the recycler and
the used oil waste hauler. In large ports or
terminals, place receptacle away from the
water's edge adjacent to a roadway accom-
modating a large truck to pump out the oil.
Marinas may choose to locate the center at the
fueling dock becaiise itis already equipped with
spiH cleanup equipment. This choice should not
be made if the used oil collector cannot pull
his truck up to the fuel dock and empty it safely
and conveniently. In terminals and marinas
with boatyard facilities for engine work, a
successful oil recycling program has a used oil
tank adjacent to the work area.

One of the best resources in developing a
used oil iecycling program is a used oil hauler.
Some are able to belp you set up your program,
including the design of your spill contingency
plans and making your on-site waste audit.

Liseaaeti lllllera 4 Clrehl CoItrlcte

Most hauiers who transport used engine
oil have tank trucks equipped with pumps or
have the capacity to transport 55-gallon drums
of it. They have an EPA identification number
and in most Gulf Coast states, a permit from
their state to haul oil. Some carry with them a
contamination test kit to be certain that the oil
they are picking up is not contnninated. Those
that pick up directly from vessels also have
Coast Guard approval for their waterfront
activities.

The fee schedule is normally customer
specific � a large volume of uncontaminated
oil will cost you very litde. The contractual
price is dependent upon quantity and quality.
Because of the growth in the oil n~z~g
industry, many of these haulers will coHect large
volumes of good quality used oil for free. 'He
hauler makes a profit by selling the oil to a
broker or producer. The pickup schedule
usually fits the needs of the reprocessors,
Consider this schedule when planning your
program.

Some haulers field test the oil upon pick
up; others will accept your certification that
contaminants are not present. GeneraHy, your
hauler asks you to fill out a form or answer
questions resulting in a generator's profile. This
describes the types of vessels from which the
oil comes and the quantities of oil that can be
expected. From this profile, the hauler or his
end-customer may ask to lab test your oil. Test
results tell the customer or hauler the quality
of the oil and, generally, the contaminants in it.
 Some contaminants like water and dirt, can
be cleaned out in reprocessing.!

Some used oil hauhm will take oil filters
as well as oil; others will not. Some drain them
and sell the scrap steel; others accept drained
filters. It is economical to collect filters at a
central location and crush many at one time.
Don't assume that taking the recyclable used
oil guarantees that the filter will be carried away
too. Discuss this question with your hauler.

Oil can sometimes be recovered from
bilge water using specially designed absorbents
that repel water while attracting oil molecules.
Some reprocessing centers will squeeze the oil
out of these absorbents just as they take it out
of used oil filters. A few of the marinas aheady
recycling used oil and used oil filters are selling
these absorbents in their stores and regularly
recommending that boat owners use them.
'Ibey have contncted with their used oil hauler
to collect the absorbents with the oil and filters.
If you decide to add this element to your waste
mamqmnent program, you must be certain that
your hauler will accept these oil-soaked
absorbents.

Because spills are inevitable, disposal of
oil~ataminated absorbents and containment
booms must be considered. Try to secure a
contingency agreement from your used oil
waste hauler to dispose of these materials
irregularly when spills occur. Find out whether
he has a fee schedule for disposal or whether
he wiH take these materials whenever he takes



oil. Some haulers consider this pickup as part
of their contract.

Recycling used oil is one of the best
services you can offer your clients while you
comply with the law. But among the volumes
of regulations associated with this product are
many about handling oil and transporting it.
Liability for spilling it, disposing of it
improperly, or contaminating something pand,
water, air! with it must be considered. Discuss
your understanding of these laws with your
hauler to be certain that you are both in
agreement with the state and federal laws
regulating used oil recycling in your state,
Information is available from the state agencies
listed at the end of this chapter. You may want
to also consult your own legal advisor. Since
most of the Gulf Coast states require them, be
certain that you hauler has a permit to carry
used oil.

Use your YeHow Pages, the state used oil
recycling contacts listed at the end of this
chapter to secure haulers' names and telephone
numbers.

~ rematho Contawhatioa
The best receptacles, spill prevention

plans, and cooperative haulers are not enough
to guarantee a sucomful used oil recycling
program. It is equally necessary to prevent
contamination. Use education and an oil ac-
ceptance protocol to keep containination at a
minimum.

Education takes many forms. First, you
must educate your staK Alabama's Project
ROSE  Recycled Oil Saves Energy! has

ma~ to brief the staff member handling the
used oil. Second, you must educate your
clientele. API has developed generic brochures
and posters to help clients understand why
recycling oil is desirable, how to do it, and
where to do it. Install signs to identify the used
oil receptacle, and post clear instructions on it
for disposing of oiL Safety precautions such
as "No Smoking" should also be prominently
displayed. Be certain that all staff understand
the precautions of your recycling program.

Marinas can benefit &om general public
awareness about used oil recycling. Alabama's
Project ROSE includes pamphlets, newspaper,
radio, and televisioa products, and all Gulf
Coast envimnmental quality departments have
developed programs for schools and
communities. Many of these materials are free.
Use them. Visit the local schools to find out
which, if any, are already being used in your
community.

An oil acceptance protocol gives the client
some of the responsibility for recycling used
oiL It is a log of all of the oil added to the
receptacle. When a person disposing of used
oil signs his name, the date, the vessel from
which the oil came, and indicates the
approximate volume of oil placed in the tank,
he also indicates that the oil is free of
contanunants. In this manner, you can place
some of the responsibility for good recyclable
product on your clients. IMs record can help
you locate and remove the source of a
contaminant, and provide a good reference for
updating your generator pro61e.
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Qllg SyecNlcllly
For Oil Igeyeiae

ILIIIM
Department af Environmental Reguhttion
Twin Towers Office Bldg.
2600 Bhdr Stone Rd., Roam 238
Tallahassee, FL 32399-2400
 904! 488-N00

LfIN&NIA

Department cf Environmental Quality
Hazardous Waste Division
P.O. Bax 44307
Baton Rouge, LA 70804
�04! 3424677

NgglggfPPI

Bureau of Pollution Control
Department of Natural Resources
P,O, Bax 10385
Jackson, MS 39289
�01! 961-5171

TNAB
Recyciing 8 Waste Minimization Unit
Texas Natural Resources Conservation

Commission
P.O. Box 13N7, Capitol Station
Austin, TX 787114087
�12! 239-6750

CI.EAN TEXAS 2000 Information Ctr.

!
From TX telephonea only!
800! 6484927

Cgstegtn ger HOW-TO Mgaeah

A Guidebaok for Implementing Curbside
and Dro~ used Motor Oil
Collection Programs

American Petroleum Institute
1220 L SL NW
Washington, D.C, 20005
�02! N2-8229

Government Institutea
4 Research Place, Suite 200
Rockvige, MD 20850
�01! 921-2300  for publ. catalog!

"A Practical Guide to Establishing A
Community Used Oil Calkrctian
Program"

Texas Natural Resource Conservation
Commission

Clean TEXAS 2000 Program
P.O. Box 13N7
Austin, TX 78711-3087
�12! 2394S45;  800! 648-3927  from

TX telephones only!

How ta Set Up A Local Program To
Recycle Used Oil"

EPA publication 530-SW-89439A
U.S. Environmental Prelection Ag.
Solid Waste and Emergency Response
401 M St. SW �405!
Washington, D.C. 20460
 800! 424-9346

Managing Oily Waste and Garbage
From Ships"

U.S. Coast Guard
Marine Environmental Protection Div.
Washington, D.C. 20593

AaseefNelg I Other Celticta

Alabama Waste Exchange
The University of Alabama
P.O. Bax 8702M
Tuscaloasa, AL 3548742N
�05! 3484401

Amerfcan Petrohrum Institute
1220 L St., NW
Washington, D.C. 20005
�02! N24343

Assoc. of Petroleum Re-Ref lnera
P.O, Bax 605
Buffalo, NY 14205
�1 6! 855-2757

Environmental Pratecthn Agency
Offic» of So&d Waste
401 MSLSW
Washington, D.G. 20460
 800! 424-9346

E/'4 Ref//on 4  /nctur/es AtS, 44 R!
U.S. EPA Regian 4
345 Courtiand Sl NE
Athnta, GA 3N65
�04! 3474727

EP4 Ref/ion 6' pnctur/sa CA, 7XJ
U.S. EPA Region 6
First Interstate Bank Tower
1445 Rosa Ave. Suite 1200
Dallas, TX 75270-2733
�14! 665-6444

Fiarfda Petroleum Council
First Florida Tower, Suite 800
215 South Monroe SL
Tallahassee, FL 32301
 904! 561-6300

Mld4ontinent ON lk Gaa Association
Louisiana Division
801 N. Blvd., Suite 201
Baton Rouge, LA 70802-5727
�04! 3&74205

Mid-Continent Oil K Gas Association
Mississippi-Alabama Division
188 E. Capitol St. ~ Suite 805
Jackson, MS 39201
�01! 948-8903

Keep America Beautiful Inc.
9 W, Braad St.
Stamford, CT 06902
�03! 323-8987

National Association af Recyciing
Industries, Inc.

330 Madison Ave.
New York, NY 10017
�12! 867-7330

National Assoc. of Sagd Wastes Mgmt.
1730 Rhode island Ave, NW, Ste. 1000
Washington, D,C. 20N6
�02! 65W6'l3

National Oil Recyclera Assaakdfan
2266 Belifield Ave.
Clevekrnd, OW 44108-3126
�16! 791-7316

National Petroleum Refinera Assoc.
1899 L St. NW
Washington, D.G. 20N6
�02! 457-04&0

Pensacola Pogutloll Control Inc.
 hauhrr/reproceaear serving Alabama

and Florida to Apalachlcala!
Bax 39
Eilyeon Industrial Park
Peneateia, FL 32514
 800! 642-7445

RENEW  a waste exchange!
Texas Natural Resources Conservation

Commission
P.O. Bax 13087
Austin, TX 78711 3087
�'12! 2384171

Southern Vlhate Informaiian Exchange
Svc,

P.o. Bax 960
Tel~, FL 32302
 &00! 441 -7949

Texas MidCarrNnent ON 8 Gaa
1115 San Jaclnto Blvd., Suits 275
Austin, TX 78701-1906
�12! 478-6631



arFatIVIOUa SUIVACE OIIIMED
TO OtaiTAat LIAKAOE Ale IFLLa;

CONraaaKNr CAFACfrv RHlAL
TO IsLsaaJII VOUIIR OF TANK. For Design Iatormation Only

This dhgram highlights the
esamrisls of an environmentally-

safe collection tank for recycling used
oil, The rsnentities on tbe tank are

described to provide a cheddist for
those establishing a used oil recyding

program. The dhgram does not
represent an ealorsernent of any
particular receptacle nor does it

represent tbe only tank design that may
be used for collecting used engine oil,

Design adapted ixom information provided by tbe U.S, Envtrornnental Protection Agency
Solid Waste and Emergency Response Divison.

SAMPLE OIL COLLECTION TANK DESIGN
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Chapter 8
OTHER REGVCLAIlE MATERIAI.S

Vessel aud engine maintenance generate
a couple of products which are recyclable:
antifreeze and batteries. The former usually
results from preventive maintenance on keel
coolers of larger commercial and recreational
boats; the latter, &om the
outboards on smaller
recreational boats. Both
are toxic to the marine

envimnment. Since these

products will appear in
the waste stream, it is in
both a terminal's and a

marina's best interest to
encourage their clients to
dispose of these products
on shore instead of
overboard.

Although antifreeze
is classified as a toxic

waste by the EPA, it is
actually just ethylene
glycol, a biodegradable
product. The contami-
nants from the cooling
system and the deterior-
ation of an added rust

inhibitor in this coolant

are toxic, making peri-
odic replacement of antifreeze necessary, This
product must be taken to a hazardous waste
disposal site.

Antifreeze is completely recyclable. In
fact, Prestone Corporation Products of
Danbury. Connecticut, markets a do-it-yourself
kit that includes everything needed to drain,
recondition, and refill an auto's cooling systein
using only a garden hose. This company aLso
has a community antifreeze recycling program
that includes plans for a mobile collection
system, and a central service center to
recondition the antifreeze using a larger version

of the do-it-yourself kit. They even provide
educational materials, BG Products of Wichita,
Kansas, has a process in which the coolant can
be cleaned and reconditioned in the engine at
automobile repair facilities called the BG

Cool'r Clean'r Purifi-

cation System. Some
contacts for these pro-
grams are listed at the
end of this chapter.

Batteries contain

lead and sulfuric acid,
both toxic to the marine

environment. Most

states have lead/acid

battery recycling laws;
some prohibit dumping
them in landfills or

burning them in incin-
erators. As a result of

these laws, most battery
dealers ask for the old

battery when you buy a
new one. The old bat-

tery core is shipped to
a central recycling
facility where the bat-
tery is disassembled,
the plastic case is

recycled, the acid is neutralized, and the lead
is reclaimed.

lIhat Ooen Thii Meaa To Parts 5 Mariana?

Those dockside facilities used by clients
for maintenance will have both of these
products in the waste stream. Although ports
and marinas are not in the business of

reconditionirig antifreeze or collecting used
batteries, both must consider them in devising
a waste management program. No matter what
provisions are made for antifreeze and batteries
in that program, dockside facilities have a



responsibility for encouraging proper onshore
disposal because both of these products are
dangerous to the marine environment.

Ports will have little more than a

facilitator's responsibility for disposal of these
products. By providing chief engineers and
ship's agents with the local mobile antifreeze
recychng service center  if one is nearby!, you
should kccp antifreeze out of your waste stream.
Most large vessels will have generators to
operate the electrical system as well as batteries
for specific uses. Be certain that the ship's agent
takes responsibility for trading in old batteries
when he arranges for delivery of new ones.

Potential is high for both of these products
to appear in a marina's waste stream, but the
volume of antifreeze is not high enough to
establish a rccycling program on site. Those
maxinas seHing new batteries in the ship's store
may already be recycling because most
manufacturers or distributors take the old

batteries when delivering new ones.

Education would be tbe first element in

either a port or marina battery or antifreime
recycling program. Let your clients know that
these products kill marine life while providing
information about proper disposal of them.
Antifreeze should not be dumped into thc
marina's waters, down the drain, or into the
dumpster. Locate an antifreeze service center
in your area, or any dealers using similar
programs, and post information about them on
your marina bulletin board or in your
newsletter. Provide information about do-it-
yourself kits like Prestone's and, if possible,
locate a local vendor.

Batteries sometimes frustrate recreational
boatcrs � espcciaQy when they fail or give up
on the water. Be prepared to find some in your
dumpster or left at dockside. Contract with a
local battery vendor to take these or encourage
a reliable scavenger to pick them up
periodicaHy and take them to a battery vendor.

RIceytlche
To keep batteries out of the marina's

landfill dumpster, place a smaller, well marked
metal receptacle next to it for dead batteries.
Some marina operators prefer to post a sign at
the dumpster, "No batteries," to avoid having
to take them to a battery vendor for rccycling.
Education is at least as important as a
receptacle.

Keep in mind, however, that sometimes a
recreational boater is so frustrated when he

comes ashore that he is going to dump that
battery somewhere, and soon. You must decide
whether you want to take a chance that be will
sce your "No Batterics" sign and take the
battery along, or, in anger and frustration, drop
it in your dumpster.

Nattlrrra

Fcw independent haulers contract to take
batteries and/or antifreeze for recycling.
Soinetimcs those hauling oil and oil filtcrs have
a vendor for thee products. More often, you
will have to contract with your landfill hauler
or a hazardous waste hauler to reprove these
products from a terminal or marina.
Encouraging the boat operators to recycle these
products is the easiest method.



Coatacto for lloyosiag of or Rocwcliag Aatlfrooao aad/or Battorloo

Sanders Lead
P.Q. Box 707
Trey, AL 36081
 800! 633-8744

l'NIIDA

Department of Environmental
Regulation

Twin Towers 05ce Bidp.
2600 Blair Stone Rd., Room 238
Tallahassee, FL 32399-2400
 904! 4880300

LOLNSIANA
Dept. of Environmental Quality
Hazardous Waste Division
P.O. Box 44307
Baton Rouge, LA 70804
�04! 342-4677

MIINSSIPPI

Bureau of Pollution Control
Department of Natural Resources
P.O. Box 10385
Jackson, MS 39289
�01! 961 417'l

THNI

Recycling and Waste Minimization
Unit

Texas Natural Resources
Conservation Commission

P.O. Box 13087, Capitol Station
Austin, TX 78711-3087
�12! 239-6750

CLEAN TEXAS 2000 Information Gtr.
 From TX telephones only!
 800! 648-3927

Contacts fer Recycllag
AaNroeaL
Prestone Corp. Products
A division of First Brands Corp.
83 Wooster Rd.
Danbury, CT 06813
�03! 731-2300

BG Products
701 S. Wichita
Wichita, KS 67213
�1 6! 265-2686

Bg Proflacto Olotrlhwtwo lrif
Territory:

[Coastal AL. MS. Lafourche, iberia,
Galcasieu, Gameron, St. Mary,
Tangipahoa, Terrebonne, Vermilion
Parishes, LA]

Martine Distributing Co.
72367 Live Oak Loop
Abita Springs, lA 70420
�04! 893-4668

[St Tammany, Orleans, Plaquemines,
St Bernard, Jefferson, St. John the
Baptist Parishes, LA]

Martin's Specialty Supply
39049 Doll Factory Rd.
Pearl River, LA 70452
�04! 5864599

[Bay, Gulf, Franklin, Wakulla, Taylor,
Leon, Dixie, Levy. Walton. Jefferson.
Escambia, Santa Rosa, Okaloosa
Counties. FL]

Dealer Services Inc.
1161 Walden Or.
Tallahassee, FL 32311
 904! 942-7355

[Citrus, Hemando, Pasco, Pinellas,
Hillsborough Countiea, FL]

Bar G. Enterprises Inc.
P.O. Box 2006
Palm Harbor, Fl 34682-2006
 81 3! 7844986

[Charlotte, Collier, Lee, Manatee,
Monroe, Sarasota Counties, FI]

Fox Distributing Go.
23152-C Harbor View Rd.
Port Charlotte, FL 33980
 813! 426-1288

[Brazoria, Maiagorda Counties, TX]
Lubrication Speciaiists inc.
P.O. Box 75369
Oklahoma CIty, OK 73147
�05! 943-4429

[San Patricia, Calhoun, Cameron,
Jackson, Kennedy, Nueces,
Refuglo, Willacy Counties, TX]

Walton Distributing Co. Inc,
P.O. Box 790036
San Antonio, TX 782794036
�10! 3444277

[Chambers, Galveston, Jefferson
Counties. TX]

Industrial Lubrication Specs.
5906 Dwyer
Humble, TX 77396
�13! 441-1 666

Comets fer Recyegeg
latterioL
Battery Council International
111 East Wacker Dr.
Chicago, IL 60601
�12! 644W10

Skuylkiil Metals
2400 Brooldawn Dr.
Baton Rouge, LA 70807
�04! 775-3040
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